


All toid, you get:
I!!High maehtne efficiency and utilization rates
I!fVast improvements in throughput
I!fGreatly increased cutter life Ij"Superior gear quaJiity, surface finishes f!i'Fast ROI

Then factor in American Pfauter's unsurpassed support capability ...design teams ....application expertise ....
the industry's most advanced and productive sharper cutters ...aIJ available from a single-source
conveniently located in Rockford, illinois.

But why not seefor yourself?
Call (815) 282-3000' for more
information or to schedule
a visit to our facility.

New pfauter 3--, 4--. and 5-axis CNC gear shaping machines put greatly improved performance
ina compact, self-contained and economical package ....the perfect fit for today's
gear manufacturing operations. ......_--
Consider these ouistanding!eaJures:
I!fGE FANUC' CNC controls aad

digital servo drive systems,
completely eliminating change gears

f!{Small-footprint design:
Only 4.8 sq. meters of floor space required

IifFi.ve machine sizes and configurations
to choose from:
3-,4- and 5-axis models; up to 20" pitch
diameter; models available with CNC
controlled cutter slide

(!(Quick cbange tooling
r!fHigb continuous stroking rates, with

hydrostatic guide and spindle bushing design
I!fAU maintenance points accessible

without interference

~.t<.[Jl[?ffiJOJJ'O'[1rn
PS180

.J

~Am IIUII FIAIJIII
1351 Windsor Road
loves Park, Il '61132-2698 U.S.A.

Umited Partnership
Phone: 815-28.2-3000
Telefax: 815-282-3075
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More cusome« arowld
Oreworld are tllnzing to
PMCfto meet dreirmost
del1lll1uJiJlg Shaper Cutter
needs. Here's why.~
ne're innovators. PMCT hasn't
stood pat on conventional shaper cut-
ter technology. New approaches.
designs, and materials are in constant
development. And our unique
Isoform grinding process gives our
shaper cutters the longest effecti ve
tool length available. Our cutters

average 25lK lower cost per
sandth of usable tool life all a result.
First in customer support PMCf is
rated No. I in 'customer support' by
leading automotive. trucking, and
other industry OEMs. They've found
that only PMCf has the design teams,
applications expertise. and modem
manufacturing technology to ensure
on-time delivery of a qualified pnxiuct.
Product quality is assured throughout
manufacmring with SP('. and
advanced inspection equipment.
Here to stay. PMCf is in for the long

we've made in modem y- ...~;;;;;;~

facilities. new equip-
ment. and peopl~
all committed to pro-
dueing the best gear
tools in the world.
But don' t take our
word for it. Just call
(8IS) 877-8900 and
ask for the sales and
service support team
in your area.
Then put us to world

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950, Loves P8rk. IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone 815.ffl7.fJ900 • FAX 815-877-0264
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CUT YOUR TIME
•••w,it,h FHUSA:, you: knlow

exact'ly what-
your hobs will 'do!1

GMI

IFHUSA takes the question out of gear hobbilng
with hobs that are tested and certified-before
they leave our plant. We will even FAX our
state-of~the-ar1 hob test results ... before we
ship. Uis your assurance that 'each FHUSA
hob you r,eceIve will delliver the extremely
critical torerances you expect=not on,ly as
received new, but after each sharpeningl to
the last usable edge of 'cuttilng life.

If you need consistent conformance to A or
AA standards, speC:i,fylFiHUSA .. , .tihe' hob that
delivers top qualiity by alii standards, • ,.AGMA,
DIN, IISO, etc.

For further information, FAX us. We will return
FAX a. typical hob report for your 'revliew,.,GMI,
P.O. Box 31'038" I'!ndependence" OH 44131.
!Phone (216)1642-023'0. FAX ,(216)642-'02311.,
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ClBK1IBE
ffATlIIIES:
.t Accuracy- All grinding

operations completed in a
single step.

.t Rapid Setup or Changeov;er-
Bodies to blades, roughing to
finishing, other diamet,ers.

.t Full Probing Capabilities -
For both part and wheel
location.

rI CBN Wheel- For better
surface integrity and finish.
longer tool, life,

These' features f'8sult in ulnprecedented' Iproductlvl,ty.

CONTACT US FOR FULL DETAILS.

£ELK RAPIDSEINGINEERING
Subsidiary of Star Cutter Company

210 Industrial Park Drive. P.O. Box 728 • Elk Rapids, MI 49629
- Phone 616/264-5661 • Fax 616/264-5663
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rf.ltc:onolllbtc:ly oftJafuur

GIIIItn relation to each other
IIunrna1Ched since the
opendIon Is completed on a
CNC Machine, consecutively,
with the same set up. Everyone
else has to run each gear
through as individual, expensive
shaving operations. handling
the parts as many as four times.

GMI-Kanzaki does it better

WortdCIIII
CNCIhIvIng
Machl_
f88tu18 a turret
type cutter
system to shave with heavy duty construction

for increased stability and

rigidity. You'" appreciate the
resu tting increases in tool life
and superior surface finish.

Overall, the outstanding
increase in qual ity as a result of
consecutive operations and
heavy duty construction will
have a dramatic impact on
profitability. It all adds uplo a
greatly improved bottom line.

asmanyas4
cluster gears
consecutively,

The GST-400-CNC5
is a /Jorizorrtal gear shaving

machine with a turret type
A TI 4-cu1ter system. This enables the

GST-400-CNC5 to shave up to 4' different gears
consecu.t{ve/y with one chucking load.

GMI-Kanzaki gives you the edge 10 emerge as a major player in a world eco'nomy.

GMI-Kanzaki
670B Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 64·.2-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
CIRC,L,IE A-l,4 on READEIR, REP;L,Y CAROl

GMI·KANZ.'"



This is how America gears
up for quality
Most of the universal CNC gear inspection systems sold In the
U.s. come from M&M Precision Systems.More than all our
competitors combined.
Why?
Because M&M systems give you the strongest competitive
advantage.
How?
Consider these three examples:

IEasi' ,- ,-- er IUlSpeCIOnl
Once your part ISon an M&M machine, the computer screen
prompts you to enter specifications. Then you tell it what fea-
tures you want to analyze, and the machine inspects the part
The next time, all you do is enter the part number. It's that easy,

M.ore capa •• 11Iy
You get true [notjust theoretical IIndex, lead and involute testing
using interactive Generative Metrology techniques. The inspec-
tion of blanks and cutting tools as well as gears. SP( and cutting
tool software. And the ability to inspect gear surface finish, spiral
bevel and hypoid gears, worms, Involute serous. and male/Female
helical rotor vanes.

Belter 'lechnical support ancl .service
You'Uget a choice of standard or custom engineered packages
with speciffc application software. And M&M programs are
always written in English to avoid problems With translations
or cultural differences. Soyou'll avoid clashes between your
American results approach and other countries' process
approach.

Get all the fas£.free facts in the 12-page M&M DC Gear
Analyzers brochure. Circle [.henumber below. (all.5131

859-8273. Or Fax 513/859-4452 today.
And put your quality in gear.

M&M PRECISION
_SYSTEMS'

AN ACME-CLEVELAND COMPANY
CIRCLE A-1'O on READER ,REPLY CARD'



Little Things Mean A Lot
"God is in the details, " says the phil-
osopher. What he meant wa that on the scale
of the universe, it s not just the galaxies, the
planets. the mountain range • or the major
ri vers that are important. So are the subatomic
particle and the genes. Its the little things
that make all the difference.

That's true on other scales as well. It's
certainly true in magazine production, and, I
believe, it's equally true in gear manufactur-
ing. The small. stuff does matter, It's not enough

to have a good design. The right materials are
important as well. So is the proper handling of
tho e materials ..

Even a good product alone is not enough to
make a successful business. The financial. plan-
ning. the labor/management relations, the adver-
tising and. marketing, all need to be carefully
managed to make any business successful.

In this issue of Gear Tech.n.ology we are fo-
cusing on some of the "little things" that are
important to your gear busine s. Heat treating,
for example, is not the whole story in gear manu-
faeturing, but failure in chi mall area can mean
all your hard work and careful planning in design

make all the difference.
Likewise, while not every reader will have

occasion to 'Usethe technology discussed in our
Gear Fundamentals feature, "Introduction to
Worm Gearing," as the author points out, care-
ful attention to detail can make this "old fash-
ioned!" gear system just the right one for par-
ticular applications.

Not all the de-
tails that need atten-
tion relate to what
happens .in the de-
sign offices or on
the shop floor. In
today's economy,
what happens across

I the globe may have
as much impact on
your busi ness as
what happens 1.0

your plant. For
companies thinking
of becoming part of
this global market,
we have included

and production will cOITI.eto naught .. In heat ' the first article in a
treating. it's what you don't see, what happens
beneath the surface on the molecular level, that
makes the difference between a good and a bad
gear. Therefore, we have included three articles

on heat treating,

"...No circumstance,
however trifling,
is too minute .....

covering some
of the basics as
well as new
technologies, to
help you look
more closely at-Oliver Goldsmith

this important
detail of the gear manufacturing process ..

Gear testing is also not the whole story on
gear quality, but it too is an important detail, so
we have included an article on advances in
surface measurement technology. Again, in gear
testing, accuracy in terms of millimeters can

series all exporting.
This story covers
the basics of get-
ting started: what do you need to do, know, and
think about - the details to be considered before

making this important business move.
The little things do matter, whether in phi-

losophy, science, or gear manufacturing. While
it's true that one call run the risk of missing the
forest because of the trees, one can also forget
thai. without the twigs" leaves" roots and sub-
soil. there's no forest at all.

PUBLISHER'S PAGE

~~'i'
Publ isher/Edi tor-in-Chief

'''II
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GEAR TECHNOLOGY RAPID READER FAX FORM

TELL US WHAT YO,lUI REA LY THIINK.
Tell us what you liked - and what you didn't - about this issue of GEAR TECHNOLOGY. We love the compliments, and we can
take the criticism. Knowing how you feel about what we do will help us make GEAR TECHNOLOGY the be t it can be. Please
take a few minutes to fill out the attached form and fax it to us at (708) 437 -6618.

My name is _ My company is _

TELL !IISHOW VOII READ AND liSE GEAR TE'CHN,OLOGY.

1. In the last 12 months, which of the following actions have you taken as a
result of reading an article or column in Gear Technology. (Please check: all that apply.)
o routed item to others 0 discussed item with others 0 copied/reprinted item for others 01filed item for future reference
o sought further information (from magazine, author, etc.) 0 no action take D oilier action: _

2. In the last 12 months, which of the following actions have you taken as III result of seeing
advertisements in Gear Technology?
Q discussed ad with others 0 passed ad along to others 0 filed ad for future reference
Q contacted manufacturer/supplier for more information 0 wrote advertiser directly 0 phoned advertiser directly
IJ placed order for advertised product IJ other action: 0 no action taken

3. Which of the following industry-related publications do you personally receive under your own name? (Check all that apply.)
Q GEAR THQINOLOGY 0 American Machinist Q Machine Design 0 Power & Transmission Design
1:11 Cutting Tool Engineering _ Others (Please list) _

4. Which do you read regularly, that is, at least 3 of 4 issues? (Check all that apply.)
01 GEAR TECHNOLOGY 0 American Machinist 0 Machine Design 0 Power & Transmission Design
o Cutting Tool Engineering 0 Others (Please list.) _

5. Which one publication, including GEAR TECHNOLOGY, do you find most useful in your work? (Please check only one.)
Cl GEAR TECHNOLOGY Q American Machinist 0 Machine Design 0 Power & Transmission Design
o Cutting Tool Engineering 1:1 Others (Please list.) _

AOOlll,GEAR T:ECHINOlOGY ... Pl!EASERATE nus ISSUE. mftECK THE.IBOX THAT A!PPUES.

IFEATURES:
EXCELl.ENIT GOOD AVERAGE :POOR HiAVEN'T READ

Controlling the Carburizing Process in Gears 0 0 0, 0 0
Dual Frequency Induction Gear Hardening 0 I:J I:JI I:J I:J
Frozen Gears 0 0 01 0 0
Improving Gear Quality With
Surface Texture Measurement 0 0 0 01 0
Gear Fundamentals 0 0 0 0 0
Introduction to Worm Gears 01 1:1 0 01 0
REGULAR COLUMNS:
Shop Floor 01 0 I:J I:J I:J
Calendar I:J 0 I:J I:J Q
Management Matters 0 Q Q 0 --"
Ad Index. 0 Q Q Q Q
Publisher's Page 0 Q Q Q QI

8. G EAR TEe HNOLOGY

PLEASE FAX lIIt1S FORM TO US AT (7081437-661;8, OR MAn IT TO P. O. BOX 1426, ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IUlNOIS, U.S.A. 6D009'.
THANIKS FORVOUR H~ELP.
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FORM~STER.!!!! aUllLT FOR LASTINGI
ACCU,MCY AND EASY CONTROL
IN 'GUR GRINDING APPLICATIONS

Normae's FO'RMASTER CNC Grinding WheellProfller has been rigidly
desi.gned and constructed to resist deflection and maintain an accuracy
of ±.00011" (O.002mm) indefinitely.

Normae's proprietal)! offline software, makes data input quick and
easy. This application software, (a collection of programs running on an
IBM-PC compatible), completely removes the burden of complicated
math calculations and NC programming. You can grind what you
design.

An added plus is the FORMASTER'S compact design ,enablingl it to
be mounted quickly and easily on old or new gea:rgrinding machines.

eau or w.rite todny,to
,arrange a demonstration

~
INCOR~TED

P.O. Box 69/.Airport Road' Industrial Park. Ard'en,NC 28704 USA,
Tel: (704) 684·10021 Telex: 57·7·$31 Normae Hevl

Fax: (704) 684·1384

P.O. Box 207/720 IE. Baseline Road J Northville, MI 48167 USA
Tel:. (313) 34!J.2644 I Fax: (313) 34·9·1440
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Gear Material Quality:
How To Judge It...

Pitting: How To Prevent It

How do we knOlll whenthe ,gear mate-
ria.! we buy is metallurgicany ,correct?
How can we judge material quality
when all gear material looks aUke?

Dan McV,ittie replies: Gearquality
has two parts - materials and georn-
etry, Most people find geometry easier
to measure and understand, _0 they
emphas.izethat and ignore material
The mo t accurate gear i a waste of
money, though. if its material is weak
or brittle. Only the best materials war-
rant the time aod effort neces ary to
make an accurate gear.

W,llat makes a gear material bad?

Uon IMcVittiie

.' Too oft for the job.
'.'Hard enough. but the wrong crys-

tal structure (microstructure).
• Right structure. but too many non-

metallic inclusions.
• Cracks, holes. seams, and laps.
Fig. 1 shows the photomicrograph

of the core material of a failed gear
tooth. The light-colored areas are
"blocky ferrite." They shew thatthe
gear was hardened in a separate re-
heat/quench/temper process after car-
burizing and cooling. and that it wasn't
thoroughly reheated before quench-
ing. Blocky ferrite is weaker than the

Fig. 1

SHOP FLOOR
Addr,ess your ,gea~riingques,-
tions, to o:Ulr panelll of e'xperts.
Write tot:hem 'care of S'h,op
Floor. Gear Technol'og,y. p~O.
Box. 1,426.•EII!k IGrov,eVillagle,
IL 160009".er ,can eur editerial
staHat 1(708) 437-6604 ..

Don IMcVittie'
is President of Gear Engi-
neers. lnc., Seattle, WA. He
is a past president of AGMA
and Chairman of the U. S.
Technical Adl'isor)' Group/or
lntern ational Gear Stall'
dards. HI! is a licensed pro·
[esslona! engineer ill tire Slate
of Was/!ifl8UJ!I.
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desired "tempered marten ite" struc-
ture and is not permitted in highly
loaded carburized gear .

How can buyer know what
they're getting? After all, the gears
look, weigh, and measure the same!
The difference is invi ible , like
good character in an indiv rdual, but
it's there and will become obvious
with time ..

If you could look in ide a well-
made carburized gear, the case micro-
tructure would look like the photo

shown in fig. 2, with a uniform marten-
Silk structure, free from defects.

Material quality is difficult to' mea-
sure on a finished part because the
critical areas are inaccessible. Qual-,
ity Is maintained by carefully control-
ling the manufacturing process and
checking the results each tep of the
way. from the ingot to final heat. treat-
ment and inspection for hardness and
surface defects.

Some purchasers have strict mate-
rial specifications and internal quality
control, allowing them to verify the

quality of the parts they buy. Others
don't have such in-house capabilities, so
they limy from vendors who have inter-
nal quality control . The e "qualified
vendors" utilize quality standards and
inspectionexpenise to get the right ma-
terials and processes into the gears as
they're made. The remaining buyers take
their chances with the lowest bidder.

The American Gear Manufacturers'
As ociation (AGMA) develop indus-
try standards for gear quality, both in
geometry and materials. The right qual-
ity level can be specified by reference to
those standards, avoiding the need to
write and maintain in-hen e documents.

We have a lot ·of problems witb
pitting in our sbOlh Wbat causes
pitting and what is the best way to
prevent it?

Don McVittie replies: Pitting can
be caused by things other than bad mate-



rial. Abrasive wear and misalignmeut
will do it So will overload, Fig. 3 shows
a gear tooth that has a good contact
pattern, but is covered with pits. The pits
are caused by excess contact pressure;
the material isn't strong enough to with-
tand the load being applied.

Malerial below the surface of the gear
tooth flows away from the load, much
Iike bread dough under a roll ing pin or the
top of a rail deForming under the pressure
of train wheels. The failure is gradual,
with particles of material flaking off into
the oil; old pits clo e in due to the flow of
surface material, and new pits form,

EventuaUy, the small pits join
into Larger pits, or spalls, The accu-
racy of the tooth form is destroyed,
and the dynamic load on the teeth
increases. As the teeth get thinner and
rougher, breakage will occur through
the stress risers caused by the pits, as
shown in Fig ..4.

Theoretically, all gears will.pit, even
at light loads. In practice, we'd like them
to outlast the machines they drive. In
most gear drives, the pitting rate is slow
enough that it can be tolerated with gear
replacement every few years. Sometimes
the increased vibration and noi ecaused
by pining require a more permanent cure.

Fig. 5 shows a form of pitting known
as ledge wear, where the portion of the
tooth below the pitch line (dedendum) is
much more pitted than theportion near
the tip (addendum). The tooth is no
longer a true involute form. This is cause
by a combination of poor lubrication
conditions and mild overload. The mat-
ing pinion wore in a similar pattern.
Such a gear cal"!usually be saved by
recutting it and making a new hardened
and ground pinion (Fig. 6) that will
promote a good lubrication film and hold
its accurate profile form under high
loads. The accurate pillion acts as a tool
to maintain the gear tooth profile,

The real issue, of cour e. is to prevent
pitting failures fromoccurring at all. Here
are some preventative teps:

I. Thicker (more viscous) oill spreads
the load over more tooth area and can

.' IUSEIiI-FRIIENDLY
100S BASED SOfTWARE

-IECONOMICAlLY PRICED'
ANiO SI'ZIED

• CHEC~KSG,~A!RS.•SPU~NES.,
HOBS AND MUCH MORE.

• AUTOMATIIC TlESTiliNG

SPACING/INDEX, LEA'D, INVOLUTE P;ROFILIE

I

I
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,Bourn & Koch CIN Form 'Grinder

Compare • Polymer concrete base-column-tailstock
..... r.. • Anti-frictioo way system

• Gearless table drive
• Unique environmental control
• Industries most powerful conversational programming
• Design (or accuracy, perfonnance and the operator

For all your gear manufacturing
requirements. whether it be new or
remallufac/Ured. retrofitted or
rebuilt Barber-Colman gear
equipment, Bourn & Koch can offer
you the "Best Fit Solution ."

macHine TDOI. CO.
_oIlhII Bat!JeroCo/maJlIlAaclllll/l Toal DMsIoo
2500 Kishwaukee SI.
Rockford, IL 61104
B151965-40 13 Fill( B151965-0019

CIRCLE A-13 on READER REPLY CARD

VO,IUIR OPIIINIONS IMATTEIR TO US~!

increase the capacity of a drive w:ithout
much co t. It's worth a try with new
gears, but can't be expected to cure al-
ready-pitted gears,

2. Extreme pressure (EP) additives in
the oil also can help. Synthetic oil with-
out additives seem to hurtpitting resis-
tance. Frequent oil changes, particul ..arly
when the drive operates with oil tempera-
tures above 160oP, also help.

3. Harder gear materials definitely
make a difference. Changing from 180
to 321 Brinell hardness doubles pitting
capacity and changing to carburized
materia] doubles it again. The harder
materials are more sensitive to lTI1S-

alignment (they can pit before they wear
in), so the replacement parts must be
made carefully and might require pe-
cial geometry.

An economical way to repair a pitted
through-hardened gear set is to recut the
gear, exposing new surface material,
and to replace the pinion with a new
oversize carburizedand ground pin-
ion. The harder pinion will retain its
accurate profile, work-hardening and

The most accurate
gear is waste of

money if its material is

weak or brittle. Only
the best materials

warrent the time and
effort necessary to

make an accurate gear.

protecting the gear from profile degra-
dation, greatly increasing its life .•
This material is adapted from Pitcl1
Lines. the bimonthly newsletter of
The Gear W01'ks, Seattle, WA. Re-
printed with permission.
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C llil-'.'ontro ng
Carburizing for

Top Quality Gears
Roy F..Kern

Kern Engineering ICompany,
Peoria,llL

A carburized alloy steel gear has the great-
est load-carrying capacity. but only if it is heat
treated properly. For high quality carburizing,
the case depth, case microstructure, and case
hardness must be controlled carefully.

The depth of penetration of carbon into a
gear tooth is a function of carbon potential of
the atmosphere, temperature, time, and compo-
sition of the steel. Problems with the produc-
tion carburizing of parts start with the question:
How and where is case depth to be measured?

3.88 3 DP solid
, pinion, 4320

steel, not
carburized,
hardened only

! I,

J distance

Fig. 1 - The upper left-hand ,corner of the fig-nreshows bow an end-quench,
test is perform.ed witb the Jominyend-quencb speclmen, One of the most
d.imcult.parts of case depth control is estimating the vigor of the quench.

16 G~AFI TECHNOLOGY

Many gear dra wings and/or carburize speci-
fications require that the case depth be the
di stance inward. measured normal. to the tooth
flanks where a certain hardness occurs. Univer-
sally, the depth is measured as that distance to
where a hardness of 50 Rockwell C occurs. The
most significant test location is at the lowest
point of single tooth contact (LPSTC) midway
between the ends of the teeth.

This is much more compliceted than carbon
penetration because this hardness is affected
not only by the carbon content of the steel, but
also by its hardenability, the mass ofthe tooth,
and, of course, the vigor of the quench.

The first step in case depth control is to
make sure that the gear' s mass, the hardenablllty
of'the steel in the gear, and the quench available
indicate that there is a possibility to meet the
case depth requirements. The most difficult
part of this process is to e timate the vigor of
the quench. This is done using the Jominy end-
quench specimen showing in Fig. 1.

The upper left-hand corner of Fig .. l shows
how an end-quench test is performed.

The specimen is heated to ahardening tem-
perature and then quenched on one end with
water ..The closer to the end, the more drastic
the quench is, and the harder the steel becomes.
as seen in the twice-scale drawing at the bottom
of the figure.

Note that at 1116" from the quenched end.
the hardness is 45 Rockwell C. At 31]6" it is 41



Rockwell C. and at 6/[6" his 32 Rockwell. C. If
at 3 DP solid pinion were made from this' arne
steel, the core hardness at the pitch line would
be 32 Rockwell C, so the quench cooling rate at
the pitch line would be equal. to 6/16" 011 the
Jominytest pecirnen - commonly referred to
a J6, In the root fillet, the gear would have
hardened to only 28 Rockwell C, which is
approximate .18. This has been done for both
web-type gears. and solid pinions, as . hewn in
Fig. 2. and for round bars, as shown in Fig. 3.

For example, Fig. 2 shows that the quench
cooling rate in the root fillet of a 4 DPolid
pinion with an agitated oil quench corresponds
to 6/]61 or J6. The root fillet. was eho en be-
cau e it i dose to the LPSTC. and its quench-
cooling rate is quite similar.

For 9310' Steel, Fig. 4 shows aU that is
needed at she required case depth (to 50
Rockwell C) is 10.30%carbon. So if 10.1060"case
depth is required, the carburized depth toO.30o/!
carbon should be 0.060 pin approximately
0.010" or 0.070". This also is true of steels,
such as 33,10., 4820, and EX-55.

Lean Alloys
With steels, such as 8620H and other lean

alloys, close control of case depth becomes
much more difficult. This is because the hard-
ening qualities ofthese steels vary widely with
tile manufacturer.

The 4 DF solid pinion in Fig. 4 show that
from 0.45% to more than 0.60% carbon is
required at the specified depth below the sur-
face, depending on steel source, to harden to 50
Rockwell C. This variation is so great that for
precise control ofca e depth the heat treater
should run suitable carburizing te ts on samples
from each heat of steel. before running parts.

Beyond the bardenability of the teet an
important factor in the control ofca e depth is
,he use of a sample. whose urfaee quench-
cooling rate is the same a that. at the test
location on the gear, for example, at the LPSTC
or in the root fillet Because there are quench
cooling rates in the root fillets for different
types and pitches of gears and for different size
rounds, heat treaters calli plot the equivalents ..

This is important because it. often i eco-
nomically impracticalto cut a gear to check case
depth, Fig ..5 shows a uggested ample design
and table of sizes for different ize gear .

Root Radius Cooling Rates

8

6 --

4 '--

web-type gears
2

84 6
Diametral pitch

roo
2

Fig. 1 • Tbe quem:b cooUng rate 'in the root: mid of a 4 UPsolid. pinion with
an. agitated oil.quenchcorresponds to 6/161 or J6.

Unless otherwise specified, the case depth
i determined by carefully cutting aO.25"-tbick
transverse slice from the sample's center ..The
lice is further reduced in ize 0 it can be

polished to a. suitable microscopic finish. The
hardness probe then is run from the surface
through the carburized case, u ing a graduated
tage with the first reading at 0.001 "and the

balance at 0.'005" steps. Either a Knoop or
Vickers hardness tester is satisfactory.

The vigor of the quench also influences the
case depth. and yet tests and surveys have

hOWD that this important factor has received
little attention in gear hardening.

Temperatare Dependency
Case depth depends on the temperature at

which the operation is carried out. There are
three factor 'to keep in mind regarding the effect
of temperature on ca. e depth:

'0 The furnace thermocouple must indicate
the temperature of the work.

.0 The furnace thermocoupl.e performance
must. be traceable to at least a econdary
master standard calibrated by the National
Bureau of Standards.

RoVIF. Kem
if president of Kern En-
gineering Co.. (J design'
and materials engineer-
ins firm. He if arractive
member of the America'!
Soder), for Metals arid
the autnor of numerous
books and papers. in·
eluding Se/I?ctjar Sleel,
for Hear TrealntelilUIi d
Steel SelectiQII wim M.
Suessfor John WU(!),Qlld
Sons, New ror,!;.

1MARC H I APR I L 1 8' 83 111
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• The temperature control device must. be
operating properly, which is assured by a sched-
uled and thorough maintenance program.

It is not uncommon for the furnace thermo-
couple to be, for examplevat 1700,oF/927"C
while the work, depending on mass, is 200°FI
93°C or more lower .. The experienced heat
treater looks into the furnaceas parts are being
heated to' ensure that they are coming to' heat as
uniformly as possible ..

Case Microstructure
lila carburized gear, micro tructure is ex-

tremely important. The desired combination
for the case is martensite, austenite, and finely
dispersed carbides. This structure must be free
of microcracks.

The usual deficiencies are excessive
amounts of retained austenite, carbide net-
work, or quenching pearlite, which often is
called upper bainite. When it is impractical to
cut a gear, specimens as shown in Fig. 5 can
be used.

What constitutes excessive amounts of re-
tained austenite is a much debated matter.
However, if a case hardness of at least a 58
Rockwell C is obtained, the amount of auste-
nite present usually is not excessive. Still, a
case hardness of 60 Rockwell C is preferred.
The causes of excessive austenite are one or a
combination of the following:

• The steel being used contains too much
nickeland/or mangane e for the heat treating
practice employed.

• Carbon content of the case is excessive,
for example, l .10% in 4820 steel, when 0 ..8%
is adequate.

• Quench is extremely intense.
A reasonably reliable test for excess auste-

nite is to find a.gear quite file-hard, but Rockwell
C soft, for example, in the low 50s. Parts having
excessive retained austenite can be salvaged in
more than one way.

Ifdirect-quenched, the parts should be tem-
pered at 500°F/260°C, reheated above the Ac
of the core, and requenched. For steels such as
4817 and 4820. atwo- to three-minute delay or
greater resulting in cooling to 1300°FI704°C
to 1350°F173rC between the hardening fur-
nace and the quench also win reduce the re-
tained austenite.

Another way to salvage a part with exces-



also is weak and deleterious to pitting life, as size gears ..
shown in Fig. 6. I""""'----------~-------------------------"

Quenching Pearlite
The heat treating operation can be at fault

for quenching pearlite formation due to the
foHowing:

• Inadequate case carbon content,
• Excessive transfer time from the harden-

sive retained austenite is to temper the parts at
500°F1260aC and then charge in a carburizing
furnace at 1700°F/927°C to decarburize the
part surface down to the proper level. After
slow cooling, reheat to a temperature 25° to
50oabove the Ac of the core and quench.

Because it may substantially reduce the
bending fatigue qualities of a gear tooth, low-
temperature treating at least down to -100°F
and retempering at 325°FIl63°C to 350°FI
17rC is not a recommended method of reduc-
ing retained austenite.

Another important element in carburized
case microstructures is the carbide morphol-
ogy. Network carbide is not permitted due to
its weakening and embrittling effects on gear
teeth. Carbide network is always the result
of excessive case carbon content and/or in-
adequate hardening in temperature. The con-
dition can only be detected in production by
microscopic examination of the carburized
surface of a part or a slice from the sample.

The prevention of quenching pearlite,
widely called upper bainite or simple bainite,
is an additional element incontroUing the
carburized case microstructure ..This constitu-
ent is soft, usually 30 to 40 Rockwell C. It

ing furnace into the quench,
• Inadequate quench intensity.
To get a steel to harden free of quenching

pearlite, it must be cooled fast enough to avoid
the "nose" on the IT curves, down to at least the
M line: however, M is desired.

The main reason for the presence of
quenching pearlite in gears is sluggish
quenching, Leading edge heat treating firms
avoid this undesirable constituent with vig-
orous quenching and also reduce steel cost

with lower cost alloy,
The extreme importance of preventing

quenching pearlite warrants discussion of some
steps to be taken in the choice process. Each
alloy steel, depending on the case carbon and

Sample for MetaUuli'gical.Tests

Heat Treat Batch Code

Type Style
d diameter through

6Z;--

--+' .38 +--D
diameter L-----·
Dimensions of Fig. 5 Samples. for Carburizing

Gear pitch Diameter Diameter Length
(D) (d) (L)

1 and coarser 3.00" 0.25" 6,00"

Finer than 1 to 3 l.50 0..25 5.00

Finer than 3 to 8 1.00 '0,25 4.00

Finer than 8 0.50 0,[3 2.00

Fig. 5 • When it is economically impr.actical to CLit a gear to check case
depth, a beat treater can use a sample design and table of sizes for different

How Bainite Aflects Pitting Life

300

I

230~--~----~1~~_~--~~~--~--~--~
2 3 5 6o 4

Percent upper transformation products
(pearlite/bainite)

Fig..,6 - Balnlte, also call quenching pearlite, is soft, weak, and deleterious
to pitting life.

7 8
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carburizing practice, has a quench-cooling rate
in J distance below which quenching pearlite
win form. Fig. 7 gives the typical cooling
rates, most of which would be greater for a
case carbon content less than 1.0.0.% carbon.

For a 4 DP solid pinion, for example, the
quench-cooling rate in the root fillet is 6/16")
(0..375). If 1.0.0.%case carbon is to be used by
carburizing at 170o.o/927°C, cooling to 1500°FI
816°C and direct-quenching, only a few steels
win harden with freedom from quenching
pearlite. They are 3310, 4320., 4620., 4817,
EX-24, EX-29, EX-31, 8822, and 94B 17. Steels
3310., 9310, and 4817 will contain excessive
amount of retained austenite with 1.00.% case
carbon. If the part is to be carburized to 1.00.%
case carbon, slow cooled, and then reheated
for hardening, these steels will work: 3310,
9310.,4320., and EX-3L

Of the two general types of quenching, the
first is a surface layer of quenching pearlite
frequently associated with intergranular oxida-
tion andlor partial decarburization. It usually is
only 0.0015" to 0..002" maximum thickness,
and of no significant engineering effect.

The second type is found as dark patches
deep into the surface. If 10. or greater stress-
cycle life is required, no quenching pearlite
should be present. If l Ocycles are adequate, 3%
maximum of quenclling pearlite is acceptable.

Positive control of quenching pearlite can
only be done by microscopic examination of a
sample cut from a gear or a slice of the speci-
men. Examination should be at 400X to 50o.X
with a two-to four-second etch with 2% Nital.

Mlcrocracking
Microcracking also must be considered in

suitable carburizing control. Such cracks are
more prevalent in steels in which the major
alloying elements are carbide formers, for ex-
ample, 4120 and 8620.

Case carbon content and quench vigor also
play an important role in microeracking .. For
example, gears 8 DP and finer made from 8617
or 8620 win microcrack, even when reheat-
hardened, when the case carbon is 0..90.% or
greater, and the oil quench is well agitated.

Heat treaters sometimes resort to water or a
thin polymer quench to achieve the specified
hardness on carburized steels such as 5120. or
8620.,. but this usually results in severe

microcracks .. Microcracks adversely affect
bending fatigue life, although it varies with the
severity and location of the cracks.

In the case of bending fatigue life of a 8620.
steel that was reduced by a factor of I,Qo.O,the
problem was solved by going to a 4020 analysis
steel- 10 18 plus 0..2010..30.% molybdenum. It
is best to select material and heat treat process-
ing so there are no microcracks, which is an
achievable objective. If a few micro-cracks are
found on a single test, the chances are very good
that higher side heats will be more severely
cracked with significantly shortened lives.

A slice from a sample or from a section of a
scrap gear can be used for the microcrack speci-
men ..The etch must be very light, for example,
2% Nital for two seconds. With a more or less
normal etch, the microcracks will be invisible.

Although the hardness test is a crude ap-
proximation of the metallurgical quality of
high quality carburized gears, it should be
performed at least once at the specified test
location on each part. Preferably a minimum
of three tests should be made and the average
reported. There is some evidence that the con-
tact SUess capability of a carburizedgear is a
function of its hardness.

The test location is very important, espe-
cially on gears 6 DP and coarser .. The best
locations from a design standpoint are at the
LPSTC for contact stress capability and the
root fiUet for strength.

Coarse pitch gears are troublesome .. The
case carbon content is highest at the tips of the
teeth and decreases along the tooth flank to the
root fillet. Also, if the quench is close to being
deficient, the tips ofthe teeth might be hard, but
not so with the case at the LPSTC and root fillet,
because of the lower carbon and less effective
quench mainly due to vapor-pocket formation.

When gears cannot be cut up, there are
hardness testers that can nondestructi vely make
pitch line and root fillet tests. Another means of
closely estimating the case hardness at the
LPSTC or in the root fillet is to test the surface
hardness of the metallurgical requirement
samples as shown in Fig. 5. Usual case hardness
requirements are 58, 59, or 60. Rockwell C
minimum with a range of plus 5, 6, or 7 points.

A fast but very discriminating hardness tester
is a high-quality file. There is a certain amount



Microstructure Capabilities of Carburizing Steels

J distance to first balnUeD

Direct-quench. e Reheat-quench d
estimated estimated

Compositi.on b typical minimum typical minimum
(inches) (inches) (inches), (inches)

WBI6 (UIO Mn, 0.17 Cf,O.07 Mo) 0.138 0.075 0.122 .0.062
1018 0,075 0.050 0.055 .0.030'
IOB22 (0.84Mn) 0.075 0.105 0.062
15B24 nAO Mn) 0.122 0,100 0.116 0.100
1117 (1.27 0.06Cr) 0.122 0.062 0.116 0.062
Ill8 0.062 0.075
1213 0..122 0.062 0.]18 0.062
1524 0.100 0.100
3310 2.000+ 2.000 2.000+ 2.000
4118 0.'062 0.085 0.Q75
4120 (0.8 M~, r.oo Cr, 0.05 Ni, 0.25 Mo) 0.0.75 0.114 0.1.00
41B16 0.100 0.186 0.125
4320 0.960 0.875 0,875
4{;20 (with 0.40 Mo) 1.2:50 0.2-50 0.200
4620 0.7:50 0.272 0.250
4817 2.000+ 2.000 2.()OO+ 2..000
5120 0.050 0.080 0.062
8620 0.232 0.200 0..108 0.100
8720 0.300 .0.132 0.100
8822 (low side) 0.750 0..1.89 0.185
8822 (medium composition) 1.270 1.000 0.300 0.250
X9115 0.075 0..104 0.075
9120 0.075 0.084 0,075
94B17 0.500 0.173 0.150
EX-IS (1.00 Mn, 0.50 Cr, 0.16 Mo) .0.200 0.H6 0.:100
EX-24 (0.87 Mn, 0.55 Cr, 0.25 Mo) .0.385 .0.300' 0.200
EX-29 (0.87 Mn, 0.55 Cr, 0.35 Mo, 0.55 Ni) .0.760' 0.750 0.300
EX-31 (0.80 Mn,. 0.55 o, 0.35 Mo, 0.85 NO 2.000 2.000 2.000
20MnCr4 0.375 0..285 0.188 0.100
16MnCr5 0.375 0.250 0.188 0.150

a, In inches at 1.00%.
b Composition given for nonstandard and experimental steels only.
c Direct-quench consists of carburizing at 1700p, cooling to l550°, and quenching.
d Reheat hardening consists of carburizing at ] 7OOoP, slow cooling to room temperature, reheating tp
1550°F, and quenching. No tempers.
Source: Climax Molybdenum Co.

Fig. 7 _.Each .a~loy lee~, depending on case earbun and carburizingpractice, bas a.quench cooling rate
in J distance below which quenching pearUt.e forms. Listed! above aretyplea! eGoUngrates, most of
wh:ich wouldl be g:real.er lior a case carbon content less than 1%.

of art required to run the test, but generallyit
consists of just laying a file on the surface to be
tested, applying a moderate amount of down-
ward pressure, and then moving the file slightly
forward. If the file "bites," the hardness is
questionable. iiianother application of the file to
the same area removes metal, the surface is file-
soft. This test win detect partial decarburization
and structures with quenching pearlite, .•

Unpublished, 1.985.
3. Kern, R. F. and M. Suess. Steel Selection -A Guide
Jar Improving Performance & Profit. John Wiley and
Sons, New York, 1979, p, 186.
4. Kern, R. . "New Dimen ion in Selecting Carburiz-
ing Steels," Metal Progress, October, 1972, p. 127.
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Dual Frequency
Induction Gear- -

Hardening
John M. Storm & Michael R. Chaplin

Contour IHardening, Inc..•
Indianapolis, IN

Introduction
In the typical gear production facility, ma-

chining of gear teeth is followed by heat treat-
ment to harden them. The hardening process
often distorts the gear teeth, resultingin reduced
and generally variable quality. Heat treating
gears can involve many different types of opera-
tions, which all have the common purpose of
producing a microstructure with certain optimum
properties. Dual frequency induction hardening
grew from the need to reduce cost while improv-
ing the accuracy (minimizing the distortion) of
two selective hardening processes: single tooth
induction and selective carburizing,

Single tooth induction hardening is performed
with a shaped intensifier that oscillates backand
forth in the gear tooth space. [t is usually done
with the gear submerged in quench. The process
is relatively slow because only one gear tooth
space is processed at a time.

Fig ..1 - Contour gear hardening pattern ..
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Selective carburizing is anindustrial stan-
dard most widely used to selectively harden
gears. The process involves covering the sur-
faces to be protected against carburizing with a
material that prevents the passage of active car-
bon during the furnace operation. The most widely
used method to stop carbon activity is copper
plating. A gear is copper plated on all surfaces
except the teeth. then carburized. The part is then
copper stripped, finish machined, re-copperplated
all over, furnace hardened" and quenched ..

Dual frequency heating is the fastest known
way of heating a gear. Heating times range from
..14 to 2.0 seconds .. Because it is so fast, surfaces
remain dean and free from carbon-depleting
and scale, and the core material retains its origi-
nal prepense .

The focus 011 manufacnmng today is to make
consistently hlgh quality products at lower costs.
This article describes the dual frequency process
along with comparisons of other heat treating
processes and actual heat cycle data.

Dual Frequency Process
The principle of dual frequency heating ern-

ploys both high and low frequency heat sources.
The gear is first heated with a relatively low
frequency source, providing the energy required
to pre-heat the mass of the gear teeth. This step is
followed immediately by heating with a. high
frequency source. When applied, the high fre-
quency source will rapidly finaJi heat the entire
tooth contour surface to a hardening temperature.



The gear is then quenched to a desired hardness.
Fig . 1 and 2 how a typical "dual frequency"
contour hardened pauem,

The total time cycle i dependent upon the
surface area to be hardened. See Table I.

Material Requirements
There have been vast amounts written about

material requirements in terms of wear, machin-
ability, mechanical properties, andthe ease with
which complicated shapes may be produced by
casting methods. In general, a wide variety of
materials can be used for the production of gears.
For technical and economic reasons, steels have
attained a major importance,

The transformation which the structure of
steel undergoe during heating and subsequent
cooling, particularly the formation of marten-
site on quenching, is essential. for the hardening
and tempering of steel. The carbon content of
steel establishes the maximum hardness that
the steel can reach. Commonly used induction
steel require a carbon content of .40/.501.60%,

depending on the desired surface hardness.
Parts which have to be hardened by quenching

after local heating must be made of a steel which
contains the carbon necessary to achieve a desired
hardness, as shown in Table 11

Heat Cycle Test
ldealcontour induction processes rapidly heat

with only the required energy to transform a
desired volume of material; i.e., the contour sur-
face of a gear, and allow for extreme, rapid
quenching to take place, This "mas quenching"
effectively produces a maximum surface hard-
ness from the material and the best condition of
microstructure available (fine grain martensite),

The real problems associated with the heat
treating of gears are Literesult of the numerous
processes added to the manufacturing sequence to
correct for distortion caused by heat. Most gear
producers work from green specs and hard specs,
before and afterlleating,in the hopes of accu-
rately predicting the amount of change that will
take place because of heating. Thistypically
involves machining over/between pins, lead, and
involute dimensions to values different from
final print requirements .. hl. this mode of opera-
tion, the manufacturer treats the symptoms and
not the true problem. In treating the symptoms,
a sizeable increase in gear production cost is
generated ..The major elements that produce the
increased costsinclude materials, time. energy,

OUTSIDE
DIAMETER

-·(Section B-8)

- ROOT
DIAMETER
(Section A-A)

TOOTH MID HEIGHT
(Section C-C)

Fig. 2 - TypicaWtip and root pattern.

Table I .,Dual. Frequency Process

Gear Data

Numbe.rofteeth 58
O-utside diameter ,.................. 7.500
Root diameter , 6.930
Face width........... .490
Material '" SAE5150
Approximate surface area;;;; 27 square inches

Dual Frequency Cyde Process

'" Pre-heat
* Dwell
'" Final heat
'"Quench
'" Temper

(spindle rpm)
[0 seconds 300
3 seconds

.455 seconds 400
15 seconds 5
3 seconds 300

Dual Freguency System

'" Pre-heat low frequency generator (3-1Ok)
...Final heat high frequency generator (100-230kc)
* Work station with quench system
'" Computer control station

Table U

RC CARBON

50
55
60

.40%

.45%

.51%

J'ohn M. S10lrm
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mlttee TC/32.
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TablellI
Comparison of Dual. Frequency Induction Gear Hardening and Selective Caiburi3:i,ng

DIE QUENCH OPERATION
I. Rough Machine
2. Degrease
3. Ma k
4. Copper PIa te
5 ..Unmask
6, Inspect Plate
7. Load Carburize Furnace
8, Slow Cool.
9, Cloai!
[0, Copper Strip
~L Finish Machine Geat Teeth
1.2.Load Hardening Furnace
13. Die Quench
14. Degrease
IS. Draw (temper)
16. Shot Blast (clean)
[7. Inspect
1.8.Required Finishing Operations

FREE QUENCH OPERATION
1. Rough Machine
2. Semi-finish Gear Teeth
3. Copper Plate
4, Unmask
5. In peel Plate
6.. Load Carburize Furnace
7. Quench
8. Draw (temper)
9. Degrease
10. Shot Blast
1] . Copper Strip
12. Shot Blast
1.3. Inspect
14. Required Finishing Operatlons

DUAL fBEOVENCY QPERATION

1. Rough Machine
2. 'ore Treat
3. Degrea e
4. Draw
5. Finish Machine (final size)
6. Load Induction Machine
7. Unload
g. Inspect

r:-- II.s DO
~ 120

§IIO

2 3 4 5 6 7
ROOT Depth of Penetration (0.00 lin)

Fig. 3 - Residual .:compressive stresses.
and added processing.

The dual frequency gear hardening process
treats the problem by reducing or eliminating
the distortion of gear teeth through heating to
levels acceptable in most gear final print toler-
ances. Table III shows the operations required
to manufacture gears utilizing three different
hardening methods.

To selectively harden gear teeth utilizing !he
selective carburiaing process, they must be
handled (load/unload) a minimum of .1.6times.
hI addition to handling the part, numerous in-
spection and support per oanel are needed to
maintain plating solution and equipment.

The following physical. characteristics were
evaluated OD six diametral pitch production gears

TECHNOLOGY

for the auromorive industry:
• Residual stress level
• Microhardnes gradient
• Pattern depth of penetration
-Before and after dimensional characteristics

The residual stress evaluation was made on a
comparative basis to determine relative root re-
sidu al stress levels in gears hardened via different
methods. Residual compressive stress is favor-
able becau e it tends to subtract from an iaten 1ty
of the tensile stresses during operation of the gear.
Residual tress levels were measured by the
"Fastress" method to determine root compres ive
stress. The dUElI. frequency method was found to
have 120,.000 p i compressive at 1.003 inches.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the carbur-
ize and harden method, single tooth induction,
and dual frequency hardening.

Fig. 4 .how the rnicrohardne s gradient at
three positions across the teeth. Figs Sa and bare
gear inspection charts taken from a CNC univer-
sa] gear checker. They show the "before" and
"after" lead, involute, and runout checks.

Conclusion
Even in an age ofhigb technology. heattreat-

ing of gears leaves much to be desired. Invariably.
the imperfections ofthe process create dimen-
sional distortions, which. in addition to other
difficulties, can yield a production "fallout" of
10% to 20% or can lead to rework operations in an
effort to salvage the gears.

Until now, industry just had to live with the



Microhardness Gradient

,/~

1'4./ . \
/ \. ..---r--'/ PROAL.EI \)....~(Center)

.. l ROOT
'\ ( . -i~ (.center)U ·...,..-,r ROOT---

.000 60.4 .000 60.5 .000 61.5

.010 58.2 .010 60.0 .0110 61.2

.Q20 56.7 .020 60.4 .020 60.4

.040 58.2 .040 57.4 .040 55.9

.060 56.7 .060 56.2 .060 52.1

.080 33.7 .080 34.2 .080 33.7

.HIO 33.7 .100 34.2 .100 33.7

.120 33.7 .210 34.2 .120 34.2

PROFILE (Center)
DEPTH (ins.) xc

ROOT (Face)
DEPTH (ins.) RC

ROOT (Center)
DEPTH (ins.) RC

(Face)

SERIAL PRE-HEAT FlNALHEAT AVG.CASEDEPTH AVa. CASE DEPTH
ROOf (ins.) TIP' (ins.)NUMBER TIME (sec.) TIME (sec.)

Depth of penetration - parts were
I 45 .75 .046 .120sectioned, and the following depths
2 40 .75 .046 .lO8were measured:
3 32 .75 .042 .080
4 35 .45 .02& .090
5 35 .70 .035 .092
6 40. .85 .048 .092
7 40 .70 .045 .108
9 42 .70 .045 .113
12 38 .65 .032 .094
13 40. .55 .030 .106
15 44 .60 .032 .1]7
20 38 .80 .044 .103
26 38 .75 .042 .105
27 36 .75 .040 .090
29 32 .75 .040 .080

Fig..4 - Microhardness gradient.
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Fig. Sa - Gear inspection chart •."before."
problem. Now a new heat treating system bas
overcome those traditional. limitations, not with
untried technology, but with an innovation onestab-
lished technology. The system provides advanced
induction heating withthe total, repeatable accuracy
of programmable rnicroproces or control. I.

Fig. Sb ..Gear inspection ehart • "after."
Acknowledgement: Printed with permission of
the copyright holder, the .American Gear Manu-
facturers Association, Alexandria. VA. The opin-
ions. statements, and conclusion presentedare
those of the Authors and in no way represent the
position or opinion of tile Association.
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Frozen Gears
Pete Paulin

300° IB,elow. Inc.
Decatur,lL

Durability is the most important criterion
used to define the quality of a gear. The freezing
of metals has been acknowledged for almost
thirty years as an effecti ve method for increasing
durabil ity, or "wear life. "and deerea ing residual
stress in tool steels. The recent field of deep
cryogenics (beiow-300°F) has brought us high-
temperature superconductors. the superconduct-
ing super collider, cryo-biology, and magneto-
hydrodynamic dri ve systems. [t has also brought
many additional durability benefits to metals,

The deep cryogenic tempering process for
gears is an inexpensive, one-time. permanent
treatment, affecting the entire part, not just the
surface. Gears maybe new or used. sharp or dull,

Before After

F.ig.l

7

Standard heat treating/oil tempering
Compared 10 the addition of a eryegeruc added cycle 01.

A: Heattreat ooly (control sample).
B: Heal treat with double temper (control ample).
C: Heat treat with shallow cryogenic cycle added ..
0: Heat treat with shallow cryogenic cycle and temper.
H: Heal treat with temper, then shallow cryogenic cycle added.
M: Heat Ileal with temper. then shallow cryogenic cycle. then temper.
N: Heat treat with temper. then shallow cryogenic cycle, then temper, cryogenic cycle and temper.

Fig...2
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and resharpening will not destroy the treatment.
The process has a number of obvious benefits,
including increases in tensile strength, toughness,
and stability through the release cfinternal stresses.
The exceptional increase in wear resistivity, gen-
erally exceeding 200%. is the greatest benefit.

Steel surfaces receiving wear. such as gears,
shaper cutters, drill bits, end mills, taps, dies,
surgical scissors, bearings, racing engines. slic-
ers. and granulator knives. all benefit fromthis
inexpensive treatment. New applicationsare be-
ing discovered regularly,

Completing tbe Heat TreatingProcess -
Martensftie Transformation

A research metallurgist at the National Bu-
reau of Standards states, "When carbon precipi-
tates fonn, the internal stress in the martensite is
reduced, which minimizes the susceptibility to
microcracking. The wide distribution of very
hard, fine carbides from deep cryogenic treatment
also increases wear resistance." The study con-
cludes: ..... fine carbon carbides and resultant tight
lattice structures are precipitated from cryogenic
treatment. These particles are responsible for the
exceptional wear characteristics imparted by the
process. due to a denser molecular structure and
resulting larger surface area. of contact, reducing
friction. heat. and wear."

Metallurgists have been skeptical of the cryo-
genic process for ometime, because it imparts no
apparent visible changes to the metal. The think-
ing is that since proper heat treating changes 85%
of the retained austenite to martensite. and the
deep cryogenic process only transforms an addi-
tional 8 - 15%, deep cryogenic treatment is an
inefficient process.

These are correct premises, but an inaccurate
conclusion. Deep cryogenically cooled metals
also develop a more uniform. refined microstruc-
ture with greater density. Microfine carbide "fIU-
ers" are formed. which take up the remaining



space in the micro-voids, re ulting in a much
denser. coherent tructure of the tool. teel. The
end re ult is increased wear re i tance.

These particles arethe same ones identified
and counted in the acoompanying tudy u ing a
scanning electron micro cope with field particle
quantification, (An autom atic particle couruer.) It
is now believed thatlhe e particles are largely
responsible for the great gain .in wear re i tivity,
Unlike the case of coating .the change created is
uniform throughout and will last the life of the
tool. regardless of any sub equent finishing op-
erations or regrind . It isa permanent, irrever ible
molecular change.

The two 1000X micrograph shown in Fig. 1
represent amples from the arne S-7 bar stock,
The first is untreated S-7. The second was deep
cryogenica:tly treated. The martensitictransfor-
marion i readily apparent

Field T'esting Proves
Deep eryogenlc Potentia:tl

The cryogenic cycle i. an extension of tan-
dard heat treatment. and creates many out-
standing increases in durability, Forexample, a
major aircraft manufacturer testing deep cryo-
genics found that with only ix different tools
treated, the savings :in tool purchases could
exceed $5 minion.

The deep cryogenic treatment of an 8% co-
balt end, min ha demon trated dramatic im-
provements in two important way . The number
of milling cuts wa increased from three before
deep cryogenic proce ing to 78 after proces -
ing, 26 times the wear life ..Resharpening the end
mills af~er deep cryogenic treatment required
only 113the amount of rock removal 'to re tore
the tool geometry ..

Rockwell. a major aircraft manufacturer run-
Ring C-2 carbide im en used [0mill epoxy graph-
ite, doubled its output after deep cryogenic treat-
ment. In a econd te "t used to mill 4340 stainless
steel, it achieved a 400% improvement

Other application include leading national
stock car auto racers, who previously raced
only 4-8 races between teardowns, went [Q 40+
races after treating the block. crank. cam, pis-
tons. and heads.

Lab Results. Confirm til .Fi.eld.Testing
The latest research data on cryogenic temper-

ing confirms the long standing tbeoryl1lat cryn-
genic treatment 'ignificantly enhancescutting
tool life. Dr. Joan Alexal'lctru and Dr. Constantin

Picos of The Polytechnic Institute of Jassy, Ro-
mania. utilized the latest scientific equipment
available. a JEOL [XA-SA Electron Probe, a
DRON-! X-ray Diffractometer, a Quantimet 720
Quantitative Microscope. and a Chevenard Dif-
ferential Dilatometer to supply the followmg re-
sults from the extensive ludy.

The study involved 7 sa_mpIes(A-N inFig. 2).
each subjected to a different tempering cycle as
noted. Each sample was Lhe equivalent of M2
steel; each sample had the carbide particle physi-
cally counted. both before and after the deep
cryogenic treatment, The team then measured the
samples with the equipment above. and with
standard metallurgical evaluative testing. The
results confirm with tangible evidence the carbide
precipitation in cryogenic proce sing.

All the metal. sample were t~ken from idea-
tical batch stock. The sample tructure was com-
prisedof.83%C •.38%Mn •.3OAS,4. [%Cr,S.l %Mo,
L92%V and 6.3%W. Samples were all simulta-
neously standard heat treated at 1230°' • then
oil-quenched. Four of the pieces were then. ub-
jected to the cryogenic cycle at -7o.DC with
varying temper added after col:d soaking.

Findings
The results of the testing conclude with the

following findings and analysis comparing stan-
dard heat treatingto heat. treating with the addi-
tion of a shallow cryogenic soak:

• Au tenite decreased from 42.6OA to. 0.9%.
• Martensite increa ed from 66% to 81.7%.
• Carbides increased from 6.9% to 17.4%.
• Mean number of carbide: counted @ 1 mm sq.

increased from 3 I .358.17 to 83.529 ..73..
• Number of carbides less than ] pm ill size

increased from 23,4[0.24 Lo 69.646 ..09 ..
• Rockwell. increased from 60.[0 to 66,]0.
• Tensile strength increased from 86.0. to

244.46.
• Bending strength increa ed from 86.0 to

244..46.
• KCU (resijiency) increased from 0 ..668 to

US.
• HRe 675°C after 20 minutes keeping: 56.88 Pete Pauliln

to. 62.25. is the president of JOO·
o Durability of the cutting time increased from Below. ItIC. He has a de-

20 minutes to 45 minutes with a shallow cryo- gree in aeronautical sci-
ence/rom Embry-Riddle

genic cycle. Aeronaunr al Univer
Fig. 2 iUu tratesthe even eparate heat/coo] sit)'. Bunnell. FL. He has

p,ublished several other
cycles used to tempe.. r the lathe cutting tools. The articles 011 cryogenic
lathe cutting tools were then used to cut a .5% research,
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Source: Jassy Polytechnic [nstitutefAlexandru
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Materials that showed significant Improvement

AIS[#
D-2
S-7

52100
0-1

x-ro
M-]
H-B
M-2
T-I

CPM-lOV
r-zo
440

De_eriptlon
High carbon/chromium die steel
Silicon tool steel
Standard steel
Oil hardening cold! work die Sloe]
Graphite tool steel
Molybdenum high-speed steel
Chromium/moly hot die steel
Tungsten/moly high-speed teel
Tungsten high-speed tool steel
Alloy steel
Mold steel
Martensitic stainless

At -HO°F
316%
241%
195%
221%
230%
145%
164%
1[7%
141%
94%

123%
128%

At -310°F
817%
503%
42:0%
41.8%
264%
225%
209%
203%
176%
131%
130%
121%

Materials thatdid not. show significant improvement

430
303
8620

C-W20
AQS
T-2

Ferri tic staiale s
Austenitic stainless
Nickel-chromium-moly alloy steel
Carbon steel
Graphltlc cast iron
Tungsten high-speed steel

R. F~_'iarroJI ..rlL~d~lre.suJI&. Iouiskma PolJTrer:hllf;: /flf(iftfM.
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116%
105%
[12%
97%
96%
72%

119%
110%
104%
98%
97%
92%

structural carbon steel. Durability was estab-
lished by measuring the radial component of
wear, Intensive Speed: @33.6mJmin.; Depth:

5mm; Feed: O.62mm per rev, Relief angle: 8°;
Hake angle: 5°; Plan angle: 45°.

Deep Cryogeni.c Cycle Doubles the
Results of the ShaDow Cryogenic Cycle
Separate laboratory testing has been performed

by Dr. Randall F. Barron at Louisiana Tech
University, Ruston, LA. The results by Dr. Baron
confirm the Jassy study even further. In one
series of tests Dr. Barron compared five com-
man steel alloys. First he tested them as pro-
cured. Then he chilled them to -120°F, tested
them again,and then treated them at -317DF. In
all cases the cold treatment improved wear
resistance. The colder the treatment. the better.
The -120°F (dry ice) treatment improved ratios
ranging from 1,2 to 2 times, depending on the
alloy. This is consistent with the Jassy findings.
However, the deep cryogenic treatment at
31rF improved wearresistance by even greater
ratios ranging from 20 to 6.6 times ..

Process Developments
The deep cryogenic process has had an Achil-

les heeL It has been inconsistent. In the past,
improvements to gears would vary from little
improvement to over a 1.000% increase in 11 eful
life. The trick is in the processing, Temperature
changes must be controUed exactly for consistent
results. If a gear or tool is dropped in liquid
nitrogen, it could shatter.

The computer processor solves dtis problem ..
The computer can duplicate the optimal cooling
curve exactly time after time after time.

Older cryogenic tanks did not have adequate
control, Using them was like trying to bake a
cake in a wood-fired stove. The newest cryo-
genic tempering systems achieve consistent re-
sults. Furthermore, the price enables the gear
manufacturer to improve his profit margin, im-
prove his product, and increase market share
with a superior product.

The Cryogenic Tempering Precess
The new machines operate with controlled

dry thermal treatment, "Controlled" simply
means that the process is performed according
to a. precise prescribed time table. A 386 PC is
utilized as the process controller operating the
descent, soak, and ascent modes. The material
is cooled slowly to -317°P, held for 20-60
hours, then raised to +375°P, and slowly



returned to room temperature. ]t is a "dry"
process in that, unlike other deep cryogenic
proces ses, it does not bathe the materials in
liquid nitrogen, which i more likely to cause
damage from thermal. shock,

How It Works
The Barron tudy looked at how the change

brought about by cryogenic treatment affected
reel's ability to resist abra :ive wear. It found

that the marten ite and fine carbide formed by
deep cryogenic treatment work: together to re-
duce abrasive wear, The fine carbide particles
support the martensite matrix. making it less
likely that lumps will be dug out of the cutting
tool material. during a cutting oper-ation and
cause abrasion. When a hard asperity or foreign
particle is pres ed onto the tool's surface, the
carbides further resist wear by preventing the
particle from plowing iato the .urface.

Some of these benefits maybe achieved
through stendard tempering, which a1 0 trans-
forms austenite into martensite. But tandard tem-
pering may not bring about. a complete transfor-
mation in some tool steel .Fnrexarnple, 8,5% of
an 0-1 steel remains austenite after .it is oil-
quenched to 68°F. me M· i is quenched from
222°F to 212°F, then tempered at 1049"F, the
retained austenite is 11%.

Additional improvements in tool.performance
can be achieved if this retained austenite can be
transformed to martensite. As Barron' s study has
confirmed, adding a cryogenic: tep to th treat-
ment process does just that.

InTable I, data drawn from another tlJdy of
treated metals by Barron indicates which samples
exhibited improved abrasive wear after cryo-
genic treatment. In addition to results obtained
from samples treated at liquid-nitrogen tem-
perature (-3 ]OOP), the chart also lists re ults of
treatment at dry-ice temperature (. l WOP).

How Effectiv·e Is It?
Knowing how deep cryogenic tempering works,

we can predict which material will benefit. most
from treatment 'Generally, if an alloy contain
au tenite, and this austenite re ponds in orne de-
gree to heat treatment, further improvements will
be seen after deep cryogenic tempering ..Porin-
stance, ferritic and austenitic (430 and 303) stain-
less reels generally cannot be hardened by heat
treatment. Martensitic (440) stainles steels.onthe
other hand, can be hardened by heat. treatment;
therefore, the effect of deep cryogenic treatment

should be more pronounced for 440 stainless
steel than for the other tainle s steel .

C-I020 carbon steel and QS Meehanite iron
also show no significant improvements in per-
formance after cryogenic treatment. Because
these materials contain no austenite, sub-zero
temperatures can cau e no further metallurgical
change in them.

Financl.alPotential
Liquid nitrogen i the largest processing cost

in cryogenically cooling gears. The newe t sys-
tems are designed 10 more efficiently tran fer cold
from the liquid nitrogen to the meta] parts being
treated without losing the cold to the outside,
They have reduced processing costs by half,
making it economical to process all types of steel
items, I10t just gears and tooling. 'G car now cost
pennies instead of dollars to treet with this method.

Potentially every gear which is heat treated is a
candidate for the additional service of cryogenic
tempering.Mostcu tomersarepleasedtopayforthe
additional improvement of any gear, e pecially at a
nominal.additional cost (le s than $1 per polrnd!).

There are more than a handful of large tooling
manufacturers quietly utilizing the process today
for manufacturing a prem ium line of cutting tools.
They manufacture a "premium" tool which lasts
2-5 times longer for pennies and charge dollars
more for it - agreat boost in a competitive market
place where profit margin: have been squeezed.

Some heat treaters offer "cold cryogenic ser-
vices" utilizing -W20"F (dry ice) sy tems, bur deep
cryogenic treatment (below -3000P) is where most of
the benefits occur. Ultra [ow temperature treatments
below -300°F show much more impressive results.

Conclusion
While nota magic wand which will extend the

life of every product, over 100 items such as
gears, reamers, taps, die • broaches, drills,
endmill S, slicers. and cutti ng kniyes do respond to
the process .. It can create a "premium" more
profitable tool gear for a manufacturer and save a
lot of tool expense dollars for end users. The
proce s i .effective throughout the tool. unlik:e a
coating, so tools ,can be resharpened and receive
the benefits until completely worn out. The pro-
cess also works with TiN coatings.

Among the properties w hieh defi ne the quali~
ties of a gear teel, durability is the highest
importance. These results are decisive in.estab-
lishing the benefits of cryogenic treatment in
increasing durabil±ty .•
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Improving Gear
Manufacturing Quality
With SurfaceTexture

Measurement
Mik,e Moyer

IRank.Taylor iHobson, Inc.
Des Plaines .•IL

The working urfaces of gear teeth are often the
resultof several machining operations. The surface
texture imparted by the manufacturing proce s
affects many of the gear's functional characteris-
tics. To ensure proper operation of the final.assem-
bly, a gear's surface texture characteristics, such as
waviness and roughness, can be evaluated wlth
modem metrology instruments.

What is Surface Texture?
Simply stated, the surface texture of a gear

tooth is the surface that is the result of the manu-
facturing process. In machined gears, surface tex-
ture is the result of the too] passing over the tooth:
j n molded or cast gears, it is the combi ned result of
the material, mold, and molding process.

In more technical terms. the manufactured
surface can be defined by three general measure-
ment categories: roughness, waviness, and form,

, RTH Form Tal surf Series Form Tal surf Series
Results Page No FilterlElJipse

1O.00l!m

·10.00 um
Major Axis Radius 9.1812 mm, Minor Axis Radius 4.7186 mm
PRa 1.4381 urn Delq 6.3562 deg
PRq 1.7617 11m Lamq 99.3665iJID
PRp 4.5271 11m S. 12.3667 jJln
PRy 7.69891lJn PRzlSO 7.5123I!m
PRt 12.2260 urn Sm 223.3542 11m
PR k -0.:1469 La 5.8964 mm

2.77'26

Re-Analyse

Options

Fig. 1
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On today's sophisucated metrological devices.
these categories are evaluated by their wave-
lengths. The short wavelengths of roughness are
caused by fracturing, cutting. grinding, or honing.
The medium wavelengths of waviness represent
short term machine errors, such a a single
aberrant revolution of a spindle. while long
wavelengths of form are the result of tool path
errors, uch as straightness.

The proce s of measuring and analyzing sur-
face finish is called "surface texture metrology."
When the technology of metrology isappIied to
gear manufacturing, the engineer has a powerful
tool to assist the analysis of a gear's abil ity to retain
lubrication, distribute force, run quietly, and with-
stand wear, all of which may be related to surface
texture. Lubrication. for instance, is retained in the
valleys that have been created on the surface ..On
the working surface, stress is increa ed by the
presence of robust peaks and deep Valleys. Noisy
operation may be the result of waviness and chat-
ter, and wear may be attributed to many cau es,
such as the lack of a load-bearing area.

How is Surface Texture Measured?
With the proper surface metrology equipment,

common gear problems can be discoveredbefore a
gear goes into the final assembly. Currently, there
are two basic categories of instruments used to
evaluars surface texture: a) the simple roughness
average instrument, and b) the more sophisticated
engineering quality instrument.



Standard averaging instruments are low-cost
devices that are commonly found on the shop floor.
Becau e they lack the sophisticated technology
required to measure complex forms and present
multiple parameters, these instruments are capable
only of the limited evaluation ofa straight surface.

On the other hand, the engineering quality
device is capable of detailed analysis of urface
texture parameters, waviness parameters, radial
size, and straightness. These instruments are
generally found in the laboratory or inspection
area, but smaller and more durable versions of
this instrument are now available for u e at the
point of manufacture.

Recent Technological Advancesi.n
Metrology Instruments

The technological evolution from the averag-
ing instrument to the engineering quality device is
a giant leap in metrology .fn fact, it can be said that
the difference between the two is akin to the differ-
ence between superstition and science. A quick
glance at the disparity between these two machines
will make this difference immediately apparent.

The engineering quality instrument features a
high resolution, wide range transducer to a) ease
setup. b permit operation with a range of surface
forms, and c) offer improved accuracy by eliminat-
ing skids ..Transducers with dynamic range of .1)4"

make it easier lor the user to stage the pan being
inspected ..Accurate readings can be obtained when
the traverse is not perfectly parallel with the sur-
face to be measured. For the highly sophisticated
user, a transducer with .24" range and .0000004''
resolution i available, This transducer is fre-
quentl y u edto measure the size of circular shapes.

And the latest advances in transducers have led
tothe elimination of skids, ALthough they eased
setup by establishing a local. datum, skids also
contributed to system error.

Two-axiscoordinate measuring machine prin-
ciples. improve the metrology technique. The mod-
em engineering instrument is a true two-axis coor-
dinate measuring machine with extremely high
resolution and very good straightness on travel,
The high number of data points collected describe
the surface with extremely high fidelity,

Digital electronics eliminate analog filters and
improve stability. Because the metrology equip-
ment now works with numbers rather than ana-
log voltages, a computer is used to mathemati-
cally filter the results .. This technique greatly
improves accuracy and permits the use of filters

with less distortion. The benefit is simple: more
accurate measurement.

Today's instrument offers high-resolution dis-
play of results, Gone forever are strip chart record-
ers with their poor frequency response and balky
operation. For highly accurate and readable dis-
plays, the most recently developed metrology equip-
ment takes advantage of VGA graphics and high-
resolution printers.

Mathematic removal of the circular form al-
lows improved accuracy _ Form removal tech-
niques ensure accurate results on curved surfaces.
The computer permits the quick and easy removal
of mathematically defined and empirical. forms.
Once the form is removed, the texture is evalu-
ated as if it were on a traight urface, providing
improved accuracy while allowing easier analysis.

More advanced instruments also provide a
wide range of analysis in the form of numeric
parameters. With today's metrology equipment,
the engineer has a wide selection of parameters
from which to choose. These are the tools engi-
neers depend on to numerically define an accept-
able surface. Commonly used parameters include:

• Averaging parameters; Ra, Rq, Rpm, Rz
(DIN) .

• Waviness parameters: Wa, Wq. Wz (DIN).
• Peak parameters: Rp. Rv, Rti, Rt, Ry. Wp,

Wv, Wt, Wti. Wy.
• Hybrid parameters: skew, kurtosis
• Amplitude distribution and bearing ratio

(Abbott, Firestonejcurveinterpreters: Rk, Vo, Tp,
Pc, HSC. Htp.

Bow Snrfaee Textur,!! Metrology Fits Into
The Design and Manufacturing Process
When initiating a new design, a product engi-

neer must choose the surface parameter which
controls the features important to the function of
the finished product, This is the description that is
put on the print for the finished product. Only then
can the appropriate metrology instrument and
procedure be selected.

The manufacturing engineer's task diners
from that of the design engineer. The manufactur-
ing engineer is concerned not only with the fin-
ished part, but also with the part in process. If a
gear is 10be bobbed, ground, and honed, a prudent
engineer knows he will need to control the surface
texture at each stage to minimize cost and assure
final quality, For example, if we can assure a
consistent surface texture range from the hob, we
can control the grinding operation to minimize
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cutting depths, reducing heat and distortion. A
consistent grinding finish means we can predeter-
mine the honing cycle time.

Case Studies
Let' slum to some practical examples. These

charts are readings taken from a finished gear
with an engineering-quality metrology instru-
ment. Raw data from the surface of a gear tooth
was taken from the root out.

Fig. 1. The surface with the circular form
removed. The result combines ruughnessand
waviness. The data was acquired with a diamond
tipped stylus having a 0.00008" radius.

Fig 2. The result of low distortion fi1tering to
remove the long wavelengths of waviness. The
commonly used parameters are calculated ..

Fig. 3_This i an examination of the amplitude
distribution and the bearing ratio curves, Here is
where we will find the description of multi-pro-
cessed surfaces. Both of these analyses are a
summary of the surface examined. Amplitude
distribution is the number of events vs. height
from the top of the trace to the bottom, This
analysis could be used to limit the number of
peaks or valleys at a specific amplitude. Bearing
ratio is the length of the surface vs. height ex-
pressed as apercentage. Thisanalysiscouldbeu ed
to Iimit the width of the peaks or mandate the width
of the valley indirectly controlling their volume.

Fig, 4. This figure shows the Rk parameter with
an evaluation of the bearing ratio curve. This
analysis was developed to characterize the multi-
processed surface of the cylinder bore of an inter-
nal combustion engi.ne..A similar approach may
be applicable to gears. The parameter is used to
control the amount of debris during breaking, the
height of the core load bearing surface, and the
ability to retain lubrication. Note that each area of
interest is described numerically.

Fig. 5. This chart shows the analysis of the low
frequencies of waviness. The significant param-
eters have been calculated,

Our discussion has concerned the metrological
needs of the manufacturing process and its control.
The investigative scientist may use other analysis
procedures to evaluate subjects of interest. These
may include the effect of peak height vs. lubrication
thickness or peak area vs, stress. The modem
surface texture measuring instrument is a versatile
engineering device for roughness" waviness, fOnTI,

and size, and because of its power and precision, it
is applicable to more scientific studies as welt .1
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3500 BC • Man invents the wheeland says "it is 'good"
2500 BC . Man invents the spline and says "it Is good"
.2499' Be - Man invents the spline gage and says "it'll do the trick"
Man has 'been using the same spline- gage ever since. That lis, untll
FRENCO redesigned the gage for modern man. The Frenco indicatingl
spline gage produces variable data on exact Pitch Diameter while
simultaneously checking "GO" concfition . Tlhis SPC compatable gage
also quickly checks taper, ovality and other time consuming inspections.
Available for internal, exte rn all, straig.ht or involute spline configurations.

Let us show you a syst'em for today and beyond. Calli or write:
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The James Engineering modular deburring systems can be set up in less than one minute. with cycle times of 20 to 50 seconds
per part. Manual loading and unloading barely takes 5 seconds, with fully automated systems available. Precision controls allow
edge break of uniform quality andconsi tency from part to part and from .001" radius to large chamfers. Modular design allows
modification of system as needs change, Due to the compact size, the system may be placed near hobs or shapercuuers, allowing
operators to deburr the gear while demanding very little of their time or attention. This allows shops to either eliminate or
drastically reduce secondary handling and conventional. deburring steps. This significant reduction in labor, along with a lower
scrap rate, means big dollar savings to the user.

James Engineering· 4732 Pearl Street. Boulder. CO 80301 • (303) 444-6337 • Fax. (303) 444-6561
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Introduction to
Worm Gearing

J:ames IK. Simonellii
JKS & Associaltes,

BrecksvUle, OH

Wonn gears are among the oldest types of
gearing ..but that does not mean they are obso-
lete. antiquated technology, The main reasons
for the bad experiences some engineers have
with worm gearing are misapplication and
misuse. No form of gearing works for every
application. Strengths and weaknesses versus
the application must be weighed to decide
which from of gearing to use. For proper
application and operation of worm gears, cer-
tain areas that may differ from other types of
gearing need to be addressed.

The Basics
Worm gear reducers are quiet, compact,

and can have large reduction ratios in a single
stage. The ideal ratio range for worm gear-
ing is 5: 1 to 75: 1. This is the general range
for most catalog reducers. Ratios of 3: 1 to
120: I are practical and have applications
that are very successful. For ratios below
3: 1. worm gearing is not a practical solu-

Axlal Movement

tion for most applications, and other forms
of gearing should be considered. Worm gear-
ing for ratios above the ranges mentioned are
generally more practical as part of a multi-
stage reduction.

In service, worm gears survive large over-
loads and high shocks. When properly ap-
plied. worm gearing can offer excellent per-
forrnance and cost savings. Worm gearing has
an inherent 200% overload (i.e .• 3x rating)
capacity in its rating. Other forms of gearing
do not have this built-in ervice factor. There-
fore when sizing a worm gear set. a lower
service factor than normal can be used.

Explanation of Hand
The purpose of left- and righi-hand gearing

is to cbange the relative rotation ofthe worm to
the gear. Hand refers to the direction of axial
thread movement as the worm is rotated. Ifyou
point your thumb in the direction of ax ial move-
ment and curl your fingers in the direction of

Axia.i Movement

Worm Thread

Left Hand

Worm Thread
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Fig. 1 - Comparison of lett and right hand.

RightHand:



rotation, the hand that corresponds to the worm
is the hand of the gear set. (See Figs .. 1&2.)
Bolts are a simple example. Normally they are
right. handed, and experimenting with a nut and
bolt win help to clarify this description.

Right-hand gear sets, like bolts, are the
industry standard. More right-hand gear ratios
are available as standard items, and most manu-
facturers win supply right-hand gearing unless
otherwise pecified, This does not mean there
is a flaw in left-hand gearing, but left-hand
ratios may not be as readily available.

B.ack Driving
Running a worm gear set with the gear

(worm wheel) as the input member is corn-
monly caUed back driving, Back drive effi-
ciency of a worm gear set is lower than its
forward drive efficiency. By varying design,
the back drive efficiency can be reduced to
zero, a in a self-tacking or irreversible gear
set. ]f the gear tries to drive the worm, internal
friction causes the mesh to lock. NO' matter how
much torque is applied to tile gear haft, me h
friction increases proportionally, preventing
rotation. This is the same principle that keeps a
nut and bolt from unscrewing under an applied
tension load.

Back driving call occur in many applica-
tions. A worm gear speed increaser is the most
obvious, but it is rarely used because of its [ow
efficiency, It also occurs in lifting applications,
such as cranes, hoists, and crank arms ..When
lowering the load. the gear is the input member.
Worm rotation controls the rate of descent.
Also, during braking or coast-down, the mo-
mentum ofa device will back drive a worm ..

A self-locking worm gear can be designed
by making the lead angle le than thefr.ictioll
angle, which is defined as the arc tangent of
the coefficient of friction, The static coeffi-
cient of friction i .20 to ,15, equating to a
friction angle of 1 1.3° to 8.5°. Vibration in a
non-rotating gear set can induce motion in the
tooth contact The mesh velocity is zero, but
the tooth contact is dynamic, At a mesh ve-
10cHy of zero, the theoretical dynamic coef-
ficient of friction is . J 24, or a friction angle
of 7.0° ..TOoprovide a afety factor, a 5.000lead
angle is recommended as the upper limit of
self-Iocking.aad a ]5.0° lead angle is recom-
mended as the lower limit to assume a worm
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Fig.3 • Worm gear back drive efficiency.

gear will back drive.
James K. Simonellii.Back drive efficiency decreases with de- P. E., is a power IraiIS'

creasing speed. The slope of this curve is expo- mission consultant. He
nential and is affected by the lead angle. (See has ovenen year . expe-

rience in product design
Fig. 3.) This factor should be considered when and troubleshooting wtth

sizing a brake and its rate of application. Often ap plications ran ging
from .I"IIJall COflSU/Ilerllp,

a brake placed on the worm can be smaller than pliances 10 large steel
normally anticipated. Self-locking worm gear mill drives.
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sets will coast because of dynamic effects.
Using a brake on self-locking designs must

be thoroughly analyzed. Most brakes have an
increasing torque rate when applied. Also, the
efficiency will be decreasing during slow down.
This double effect can cause the effective brak-
ing torque to rise at a surprising rate, causing
a sudden stop .. High inertial loads with self-
locking designs should have controlled motor
speed ramp down for braking.

On the other hand. back drive efficiency
increases with increasing speed. Therefore a
constant back driving torque restrained only by
a worm gear will havearate of acceleration that
increases exponentially. This is a very impor-
tant point to remember when designing hoists ..
Unless it is properly designed, relying solely on
self-locking mechanism to suspend a load may
be dangerous. The load may stay suspended
until an outside influence starts a vibration in
the gear mesh. At first, the load willcreep
slowly. As it falls, it accelerates at an expo-
nentially increasing rate.

Since many factors influence the coefficient
of friction, gear set designs should be te ted for
their back drive suitability. Break-in ofagear set
will reduce the coefficient of friction. This may
make a gear set self-locking when it is new and
not self-locking after use. Also, synthetic lubri-
cants can have an effect on the coefficient of
friction and may be used in the field without the
knowledge of the gear designer,

If elf-locking is critical to safety, a brake or
"ba.ck stop" should be used, A back stop is a
clutch device that permits rotation in one direc-
tion only. It is sometimes referred to as a "Sprag"

4b - Full Load

or "roller" dutch and is commonly u ed on
conveyors that lift material to prevent reversal
if power is lost.

"Plugging" is a method of braking gener-
al1y used in large crane wheel drives that use
reversal of the drive motor ..Plugging applica-
tions can cause extremely high torque spikes.
The worm system inertia consists of the worm,
drive motor, and any miscellaneous compo-
nents. The gear system inertia consists of the
gear and the entire braked device ..When plug-
ging, the worm can reverse rotation before the
drive train loads ill the back drive direction.
The worm system's momentum is in a direction
opposite the gear system. At. impact, the worm
must again reverse rotation to follow the gear,
crossing a point where the mesh rubbing veloc-
ity is zero. The gear system's momentum will
generate whatever torque spike is required to
force the worm to reverse rotation a.nd over-
come the motor plugging torque and the mesh
back drive efficiency at zero speed.

Torque spikes are a transient impact effect
and not a problem when the system is properly
designed, Plugging designs should limitthe II e
of brittle materials, such as grey cast iron.
Bolted joints and drive train mountings should
be designed for impact. In wheel drives, the
wheel slip torque limit torque spike and can be
used a a maximum design point. Peak torque
can be reduced by slowing the rate of reversaL

Contact Pattern
The area of contact the worm makes on the

gear as it rotates into mesh is the contact pat-
tern. The ideal contact pattern for worm gear-
ing uses 90% of the full face, with the remain-

Flanks Show Contact FromBI·Dir,ectional Operation

Entering:
Side

Entering

4a - INa-Load

Side

4c • Overload
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Fig.4 - Typical contact patterns of a worm gear set.



ing 10% open. on the entering side (Fig. 4b).
This has maximum area for load distribution
and still allows oll to. be dragged in for Iubrica-
tion. Jf the entering side has contact. (Fig. 4c)
the oil would be wiped off the worm as It rotates
into the gear. Without oil being drawn in, the
gear set will not generate an oil film and will
quickly fail. (See the section on lubrication for
more details.)

Under load the gearbox. worm, and gear
will deflect. These deflections cause the con-
tact pattern to spread across the gear face to-
ward the entering side ..To compensate for CO[l-

tact pattern spread, the gear can be moved
axiaHy in relationship to. the worm ..This will
increase the open face at no. load (Fig. 4a), so as
not to close off the entering side at fun load. A
no-load pattern of approximately 30% of fuU
face Dn the leaving side is desirable.

Since deflection . occur in opposite direc-
tions for opposite rotations. the two flanks of a
gear tooth cannot be directly in line ..The flanks
need [0 be shifted axially with respect to each
other when the gear is cut. The axial movement
of the gear required for the contact pattern to go
from 90% full face to 90% full face 01'1 the
opposite tooth flank is the total shift. Total shift
anticipates deflections that will occur from full
load forward to full load reverse.

The no-load contact pattern is determined
by lightly coating the worm threads with Prus-
sian Blue (i.e .. high spot blue). This transfers to
the gear teeth when rotated by hand. Although
not required, coating the gear teeth with a
mixture of powdered orange paint pigment and
grease makes the pattern easier to. see. The
orange grease paint improves the contrast of
the blue transfer pattern and adds lubricant to
the mesh. To observe the contact pattern under
loaded conditions, a coat of layout blue can be
sprayed on the gear teeth. This will quickly
wear off, revealing the fun load contact pattern.
Be sure the surface is oil-free when spraying
and wait until the blue dries before operation ..
Oil may wash the coating off if it is not com-
pletely dry.

In severe applications under heavy loads.
the fuUy loaded pattern should be checked.
The amount of shift cut into a gear may not
compensate for an overly flexible housing or
higher-than-anticipated loads. For one direc-

Shim to adjust bearing
'r---~-- end play and adjust -~---,

contact pat1ern.

Sa

Shim to adjust bearing end play -

Shim to adjust gear contact

5b

-- -

Fig. 5 - Typical gear shaft assemblies.

tion loading, such as hoists or conveyers, hift-
cut into a gear is nota major concern. Since the
opposite flank is never loaded, the pattern is
adjusted on the drive flank only, ignoring the
non-drive flank. When adjusting the gear to
favor one flank, care must be taken so that the
gear does :not lose all of its backlash. If this
happens, the wonn is wedged into the corner
of (be gear. This will generate excessive heat
and cause premature failure.

In most reducer designs, axial gear adjust-
ment is accomplished by shims placed between
the gear shaft bearing caps and the housing
(Fig. Sa). First. determine the total shim stock
for proper bearing end play. Then transfer shims
from one side to the other until an optimum
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pattern is obtained. In heavy duty applications
where one would like to adjust the gear fully
loaded, moving shims requires disconnecting
the shaft couplings, removing the gearbox from
its mounting, and removing the gear shaft cou-
pling. This is a very difficult process in large
machinery. A common method to adjust the
gear from one side is to put both thru t bearings
in a carrier on one side (Fig. 5b). The opposite
side is supported by a radial bearing that is free
to move axially. There are other methods of
adjustment, but these are the most common.

Pitting
Gear tooth pitting results from the combina-

tion of several forces. Normal force (referring
to a direction 900 to the tooth surface) at the
contact point produces Hertzian stress. Friction
produces a tangential force, which induces sub-
surface shear stress. Friction also generales
heat. Temperature at the contact point is much
higher than the surroundingarea, Differential
thermal expansion (the phenomenon that can
cause a glass to break when a hot liquid is
poured into it) induces stress.

Constant cycling as the tooth goes through
the mesh can cause a. surface fatigue crack.
Oil inthe gear mesh is underextreme pressure
from contact forces. The oil is forced into the
fatigue crack, and hydrostatic pressure tries to
lift a piece out. Continuing cycles cause the
crack to encircle the high stress area. The
crack grows deeper. until a piece literally pops
out, leaving a pit

In most gearing, apitted tooth surface
signals impending failure. For worm gearing,
pitting is part of normal operation. Corrective
pining is a break-in process. In manufacturing
a worm, the thread is generated by a continu-
ous line that can be described by the grinding
wheel. It produces a continuous (i.e., smooth
and uniform) surface curved in all three
planes ..The gear is hobbed by a gashed cut-
ting tool that is in effect a worm having a
disconriuuous or interrupted surface. It pro-
duces gear teeth which have a series of short
flats or discontinuous surfaces that approxi-
mate the desired tooth form. Because of the
flats, the gear tooth form is imperfect. Where
two flats join there must be a peak. At such a
point, the contact street would be infinite i.f
deformation did not occur,

The break-in process is the gear tooth form
being improved by the worm. This is done by
elastic or inelastic deformation, wearing away
the high spots or pining them away. After the
many high spots are either worn or pitted
away, the worm rides on the larger flat areas.
The pit areas retain pools of oil, which help
support the load by hydrostatic pressure and
aid in lubrication. Corrective pitting ceases
after a sufficient area has been developed to
sustain the load and normal wear takes over.
A new worm gear will pitatan alarming rate,
then quickly stop. No additionalpitting will
occur for a long time. Then the surface win
again pit rapidly and quickly stop, the cycle
recurring throughout the life of the gear ..

Destructive pitting is a case of the gear not
being able to correct itself enough to support
the imposed load. It is the result of overload,
improper gear adjustment, improper tooth pro-
file, or improper lubrication. In thi case, pit-
ting continues until the gear tooth surfaces are
completely destroyed ..This is not a common
problem, because most errors large enough to
cause failure will normally how up as the
gearbox overheating.

Materials
Worm gearing has a high sliding compo-

nent in its tooth meshing action. Sliding con-
tact materials are selected to make one mem-
ber hard and trong and theother soft and
ductile, Friction is generally proportional to
the combined hardness of the mating sur-
faces, Two bard surface cannot deform to
broaden the contact area and distribute the
contact stress. By hardening only one part
and having the other ductile, the combined
hardne s is increased, while still being able
to distribute stress. Also, using dissimilar
hardness reduces the chance for galling. Steel
and bronze have been the materials of choice
becau e they balance strength, ductility, lu-
bricity. and heat dissipation. Shaft bushings
are common examples of sliding components
using this arrangement.

The worm is the hard member, and the gear
is the ductile member. There are several rea-
sons for this arrangement COil tact stress tin
both members is equal. The worm goes through
more contact. cycles because of the ratio of the
gear set. Compared to steel, bronze has a



lower strength, a lower endurance ratio. and a
higher number of cycle required forinfinite
life. Fig. 6 uses these factors in a generalized,
theoretical SoN curve. Stress levels that have
a finite life for bronze would have an infinite
Iife for teet Since the bronze will fail at a
fewer cycles, it i .used for the member requir-
ing the fewest cycle.

Gear mesh reaction forces are equal and
opposi.te in:both members. The worm is much
smaller in diameter than the gear and has a
greater span between supports. Therefore bend-
ing stress is greater in the worm, requiring it to
be made from the stronger material.

Manufacturing methodsal 0 playa part in
material choice. Grinding is generally used
for accurate finish of high-hardness, heat-
treated steels. Grinding the worm is a simple
process, using the flank of a traight-sided
grinding wheel, Grinding the gear requires a
complicated process using a form dressed
grinding wheel and a three-axis grinder.

Tin bronze has proved to be the most suc-
cessful alloy for worm gears. It. has a low
coefficient of friction and a low rate of wear.
Good heat conduction carries away heat gen-
eratedin the mesh and dissipates it throughout
the gear. Aluminum bronzes have higher
strength. but also a higher coefficient of fric-
tion. A less obvious disadvantage of tile higher
strength alloys is lower ductility. Theoretical
contact between a worm and gear is a line. In
practice. the bronze deflects under load broad-
ening the contact line to an area. The material
deflects. until the contact area broaden enough
to support the load. A low-ductility material
may have localized failure before reaching a
large enough area .. Small contact areas of a
lower dnctility material have higher localized
contact temperature • which further increase
the sub-surface tresses.

The unique properties of tin bronze can be
traced to its grain structure. When the bronze
solidifies, partial segregation of the copper
and till occurs. High tin area or grains are
commonly called the delta phase. Hardness
of the delta phase :is approximately 320
Brinell, The high capper matrix supporting it
is approximately 145 Brinell, The hard grains
provide wear resistance and help reduce fric-
tion. The softer matrix allows surface defer-

marion to distribute stress. A simple model
would be to picture marble (delta phase)
imbedded in clay (matrix).

Alternate gear materials may increase cer-
tain properties, but loses in others will tend
to make them unsuitable for general use. For
special applications bronze alloys other than
tin bronze may perform better. Gear materi-
als, such as cast iron, plastic, and even steel,
have worked very welJ in certain applica-
tions. Each application must be thoroughly
analyzed by a. gear engineer before selecting
alternate materials.

Worms are generally made from an alloy
steel. Steel worms can be divided into hard-
ened and non-hardened. Hardened worms are
superior in most application . When urface
hardness of approximately 58Rc is used, sev-
eral benefits are gained. Material strength is
increased, friction is lowered, and wear is
reduced. Often a. worm can be reused after the
gear has worn out.

Non-hardened refer to the surface being
lower than the typical 58 Re' Non-hardened
worms may actually have a heat treatment to
bring up the core hardne s for inc reased strength.
In industrial applications, a core hardness of
300 Brinell is typical. Non-hardened worms
are useful in applications with low continu-
ous power and very high peak or shock loads,
The e applications are most often machine
adjustments or mechanisms that are infre-
quently activated. Heat treating for increased
surface hardness may be eliminated in low
power applications to decrease cost. ~fa worm

Generalized TheoreticalS·N Curve
Cycles vs. Stress

Steel

Infinite Ufetor Sleel

Finite Life for Bronze
IBronze

Cycles

Fig. 6 - Generalized theoretical S·N curve.
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is used with a cast iron or steel gear.jt should
be non-hardened.

Backlash Measurement
Backlash is the measure of the free clear-

ance between the worm and the gear teeth.
Measurement is done by locking the worm
against rotation, setting a dial indicator on a
gear tooth at the pitch radius, and rocking the
gear back and forth. The total. indicator read-
ing is the measurement of backlash. Locking
the gear and measuring worm rotation does
not measure backlash. In an assembled unit
where the gear teeth are not readily acces-
sible, backlash can be approximated by plac-
ing the indicator on any convenient point that
is fixed to the gear, such as a shaft keyway or
coupI.ing. This measurement must be multi-
plied by the ratio of the gear pitch radius to
the measurement radius. Note that if the e-
lected point is on the radius smaller than the
pitch radius a multiplication of measurement
error will occur.

Backlash =
(Measurement) x Gear Pitch Radius

Measurement Radius

Lubrication
Worm gearing has a high slide-to-roll ratio

when compared to other types of gearing.
Because of a high sliding component, it relies
heavily on the generation of an oil film be-
tween the worm and gear. The oil film pro-
duces an effect similar to what happens when
a speeding car hits a rain puddle. The car tire
has a tendency to float on a wedge of water.
In a car this is called hydroplaning: in gear it
is called elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication
(EHL). This is a simplistic description with
other modes of lubrication coming into play,
depending on conditions, bUI it gives the
general idea.

For EHL to be the only lubrication mode, it
must generate a film thickness greater than the
surface roughness ofthe contacting parts ..Film
thickness is proportional to the sliding velocity
and lubricant viscosity and inversely propor-
tional to the unit load. High unit loads possible
at the relatively low speed of worm gearing
requires a very high viscosity lubricant. Vis-
cositie of over 400 cSt at 40°C are normally
used to prevent premature wear and high con-
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tact temperatures. Under high loads the film
can collapse, causing the surfaces to contact,
This is called "boundary lubrication ." In this
lubrication mode, other properties (i.e., lubric-
ity or sIipperiliess) of the lubricant become
more important than the viscosity. In a worm
gear set, a mixture of EHL and boundary
lubrication are at work.

A satisfactory lubricant for most average
applications is a AGMA 7 compounded oil,
Low speeds require the higher viscosity of
AGMA 8 compounded oil. Both are petro-
leum ba ed mineral oils compounded with
3% to 10% fatty oils. These lubricants are
sometimes referred to as steam cylinder oils.
The compounded oil provides lower friction
and better wear characteristics than a: traigbt
mineral oil. At the high pressures and tem-
perature in the contact area, a chemical reac-
tion occurs on the tooth surface, forming a
protective skin.

Extreme pressure oils (EP oils) are another
type of lubricant that uses a surface acting
chemistry. Most EP oils lise sulfur, phospho-
rus, and/or chlorine additives, and are de-
signed to work in steel-an-steel applications.
When these oils are used with bronze under
high temperature and pressure, conditions com-
mon ill the me h contact, the chemical reac-
tion can go awry. The surface of the bronze
can begin to flake off, causing massive wear,
and intergranular stress corrosion call. cause the
teeth to break. There are EP oils designed for
use with bronze that use a different additive
package. and in certain applications a standard
EP oi] may work very wen. When selecting a
EP oil for bronze gearing make sure it was
carefully reviewed.

Synthetic lubricants are aliso very com-
mon. They are mote viscosity-temperature
stable than mineral oils. This allows one lubri-
cant to provide adequate service over a broader
temperature range, They have longer service
life. reducing the number of oil changes re-
quired. They reduce wear and friction, in-
creasing gearbox Iife ..Efficiency increase of
20% of the lost power are possible. Under
severe conditions properly selected synthetic
oils are outstanding. Many companies have
found cost advantages using the more expen-
sive synthetic oil for normal applications .•



Getting Started in
Exporting

xporting. It's one of

t.be ~o.t strate.gi.e.S.f~r
helping boost busi-

__ nesses of all kinds,
gear manufacturing among
them. With dome tic mar-
kets tight and new markets
opening up overseas, 'export-
ing seems like a reasonable
tactic. But while the pres-
sure is on to' sell everseas,
there is equal.justifiable con-
cern about whether the move
is a good one. Horror stories
abound about foreign restric-
tions, bureaucratic snafus,
carloads of paperwork, and
the complications and nu-
ances of doing business in
other languages and with
other cultures.

Is exporting really a
sound approach to competi-
tiveness in the 90s? To find
the answer, Gear Tech-
nology talked with Rick
Norment, former executive
director of AGMA and now
the president of Norment &
Associates, a cons ulting firm
in Falls Church, VA, that
specializes ill trade and com-
petitiveness development
for precision components
manufacturers.

GT: Let's begin with
thevery basic 'question. Is
it true tbateverybody

N1ancvBartels

should be looking into ex-
porting now, or is, this Just
a myth?

RN: You have to ask
some fundamental questions
about your company,and,
depending on tbe answers,
maybe the overallconclu-
sian will be that exporting is
not going to bean appropri-
ate match. But having said
that, it's important to remem-
ber the statement by Ken
Butterworth. the Chairman
of the Board at Loctite Corp.,
a manufacturer of adhesives
which exports about 65% of
its product He says, ''the big-
gest non-tariff barrier to U.S.
exports is the attitude of the
CEO." A lot of people start
off with the perception that
"I cannot export my prod-
uct," and, therefore, they

,- I•• , .: • • .•• , • • '•• , •

The' bigg'est

DloDl-tariff

'.••'.'.••,.
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'.'.'111'111 •• '.:.111.,.:111.

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
don', even try. The fact is
that getting into exporting is
not nearly as complicated.
time-consuming, or expen-
sive as most people think.

GT: What are the kinds
of 'questions a. gear manu-
facturer should be asking
before mLking the decision
to export?

RN: First, you should be
asking the basic marketing
questions. Is there a market
for this product in the coun-
try in which I wish to sell it?
Can I sell competitively
there? Can I sell for less
than. the local suppliers or
for the same price with bet-
ter quality?

The dramatic shift in ex-
change rates over the last
couple of years have really
been to our advantage here.
Because the dollar has been
substantially devalued and
many other currencies have

Mana,ging a business
tod,a,y is hard wOlrik. Let
UManaglement Mat.-
ters' lend a hand. Tell
us what management
ma,Uers iinterest y,oUl.

Wlrite to UlS at P.O.IBo.x
1426. E.lk. GIrQ:ve, IL
160009. or eall our staff
at (7'08,),437-6604.

Rick Norment
is the pre ident ofNorment
& Associates. Inc.. Falls
Church. VA. a consulting
firm specializing in go 11-

ernme1lt relations and
trade alld competitiveness
development for precision
components manufactur-
ers. He is also former Ex-
ecutive Director of the
America/]· Gear Monufac-
turers Association.
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risen, the price equation is
much more competitive now.

Another basic question to
ask is: What is the average
size of the order we're talk-
ing about? If you're talking
about orders of $500 or
$1,000 or even $10,000, it
could be difficult to turn a
profit. But remember with
gears, the price of the order
is frequently measured in
hundreds of thousands of
dollars. In a case like that,
there's enough of a differ-
ential as a result of the ex-
change rates to make export-
ing quite feasible.

GT: Is there such a thing
as a company being too small
to export?

RN: No. I know of gear
companies with as few as 30
employees who have rather
significant percentages of
their total sales in exporting.
It's the size of the order, not
the size of the company that
makes the difference.lfyour
company is big enough to fill
the order, then you're big
enough to export it. Sixty-
four percent of all products
exported from the U.S. come
from manufacturers with less
than 500 employees.

GT: What other things
do you have to consider?

RN: Actually, this is
maybe the question that
should be asked first: How
am I going to get paid? This
is not always a simple yes-
or-no matter. But you cer-
tainly need to know if you
can get a certified letter of
credit from a customer, or
is he going to want to barter
or whatever. That's abso-
lutely crucial.

Other things to consider
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: are matters like: What kind
: oftrade restrictions does this
: country have? What about
: tariffs? What about certifi-
~ cation requirements? What
: other countries are in there
: trying to sell the same kinds
~ of products?

Also ask about in-coun-
: try capability and competi-
: tion. It always amazes me
: how someone will say, ''I'm
~ going to sell these gears in
: Germany. " Well, that's a re-
: ally tough market. They have
~ a powerful domestic market
: already and a strong tradi-
: tion of preferring German-
: made products. Unless
: you've got a significant qual-
~ ity and price differential,
: that's a very tough sell. It's
: not impossible, of course, but
: there are other markets that
: are a lot more accessible.

Most of the other factors
~ that inhibit companies from
: getting involved with export-
: ing are mental.I always coun-
: sel people to proceed with
: caution, and that's something
: that you can do with export-
: ing. Start small. Do some
: exploration first. Look at the
: market, get a sense for it, talk
: to potential customers, find
: out whattheir prices are. You
: might be surprised at the an-
: swers you get.

For example, it's logical
: to look to Mexican and Ca-
: nadian exporting. These are
: close-by countries. Getting
: across the border is much
: simpler; so are the customs
~ and shipping regulations.
: Once you find you can ex-
: port to Canada or Mexico
: and make a profit at it, then
: maybe you want to expand a
: little. Butdon 'ttry to go from

zero exports to 30% of your
product in the first year.
Grow slowly.

Make the decision about
which countries to enter on a
rational, not an emotional
basis. For example, in the
past couple of years, there's
been this gold-rush mental-
ity about Central and East-
ern Europe. People say, "Gee
whiz, my grandparents were
from Poland, so let's go to
Poland." Poland may not be
a bad choice, but you have to

evaluate it for your product,
your niche. It's back to those
old questions: Can you be
competitive on price? Is there
a barrier for getting into the
market? Can you get easy
access to it? Can your cus-
tomer pay you?

GT: It sounds as though
exporting requires a lot of
preparation, research, and
fact finding before you even
get into it. How difficult is it
to get the kind of informa-
tion you're talking about?

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
• Export Checklist :

••1.ls there a market for this product in •

this particular country?

2. Can I sell the product for less than

• the local suppliers or for the same

price with better quality?

••••••••••••••••••••
In this •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3. What size orders can I reasonably

expect to be filling?

4. What kind of import restrictions

does this country have?

5. Who are my competitors

particular market?

6. How am I going to get paid?



How expensive is it?
RN: Not nearly as ex- :

pensive as you might think.
You can find out what you
need to know to enter a par-
ticular market for as little as
$10,000. And that price will
include the cost of gaining:
the necessary information, :
having somebody assist you
to analyze it and focus it spe-
cifically to your company
and product needs, help de-
velop some of the contacts
that need to be made, and the :
plane ticket for the first trip. :
You certainly don't need to :
hire a Vice-President of In- :
ternational Markets.

GT: And how long:
does this kind of informa- :
tion gathering take?

RN: If you're going to :
make a focused, intense ef- :
fort, you can do it in as little:
as eight weeks. In that period :
of time, you can get a suffi- :
cient sense of the market- :
place, find out whether or :
not you've got any real shot:
at it. It can, of course, take :
longer. Major corporations:
may have hundreds of people:
doing analysis for six months:
before they make a move to a :
particular country, but when:
they go in, they're talking:
contracts of hundreds of mil- :
lions of dollars.

I'm a big believer in the:
KISS method. Keep it short:
and simple. There's no hard:
and fast rule about how much:
time or money this informa- :
tion gathering will take, but:
I think you should start off:
with the expectation that this:
is going to be something that :
requires a little bit of effort:
and money. As I said be- :
fore, go slow. Take the time:

to get a sense for your mar-
ket. You may have a couple
of false starts. The first
couple of countries you look
into may not be good
choices, but in the end you'll
find the right niche.

GT: And where does
one find this information?

RN: Two ofthe most use-
ful resources are your state
and federal governments.
They will give you lots of
guidance and assistance.
They have access to infor-
mation about countries all
over the world. Find your
local office of the U.S. For-
eign and Commercial Ser-
vice or your state office of
economic development.
Most major metropolitan ar-
eas have one or both of these.
These are the people to talk
to. They know the countries.
They know the names of
major players, etc.

Be aware, however, that
the information you get from
the government is going to
be pretty general. They're not
going to know the gear in-
dustry specifically, so you
may want to also consult with
someone who is familiar with
the industry as well.

GT: Once a company has
made the decision to go into a
country, what other kind of
resources does it have to have
in place?

RN: You need a way to
get the orders. While you can
send a salesperson into the
country, that genera IIy is not
cost-effective. The best way
is to find a manufacturer's
rep or distributor for your
product. Again, either gov-
ernment or private sources
are available to help you find

allinoneGEAR DESIGN
SOFTWARE
How does it work?

FIRST
You define for each

parameter, such as ratio,
center distance, pressure
angle, etc., a convenient
set of values that you are

really able to use.

diseng vl.l
Is the first gear design

software that really designs
and not just calculates.

diseng vl.l
Is really easy to use in your

PC, because it permits
achieving high performance

results since it is also a
research tool for analyzing
the influence of each single

parameter variation
in the results.

diseng vl.l
Also has preliminary

dimensioning program
presented as a spread sheet.

SECOND
You define your perfor-
mance needs regarding

Pitting Life, Bending Life,
Scoring Probability,

Reliability Level and
Operating Conditions.

THIRD
You wait a few seconds

until diseng© finds out the
best solution within your

particular possibilities.
Technical Support in the USA and Canada: "Demo & Full Demo
THE DUDLEY TECHNICAL GROUP. INC. Disk Available"
Gear Systems Consultants (J"
17 I50 Via Del Campo, Suite 308 •
San Diego, California, 92127-2139 USA ,".'
Phone (1-800) 354-5178 Fax (619) 487-4893

diseng vl.l
Has standard English and

metric unit systems included

GEAR TECHNOLOGY
is looking for a few

good pens.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR NEW

MATERIAL ON ALL ASPECTS OF

GEAR DESIGN, RESEARCH,

MANUFACTURING, AND

DEVELOPMENT. IF YOU HAVE

AN ARTICLE YOU'D LIKE TO

SHARE OR AN IDEA FOR AN

ARTICLE YOU'D LIKE TO DISCUSS

WITH ONE OF OUR EDITORS,

CALL US AT (708) 437-6604.
ASK FOR A COPY OF OUR

"WRITER'S GUIDELINES."



the right person. Make a trip GT: How do you go : ing to export to Bosnia. these the factory level Or he'll be
over to interview severalaboutev.aluating these : days. I mean, think about it. there, but he'U have a differ-
candidates. Visit some ma-
jor prospective customers
and train the rep all in one
shot. By having an "in-coun-
try" contact working for you
all the ti.me, you'll get the
contacts and feedback on the
market you need to make
the orders.

GT: Wbat. about spe-
cialtzed legal, financial,
or other services?

RN: The first thing to re-
member is that you don't
have to put these people on
YOtlI payroll The experti e
you're looking for can be
subcontracted. You can hire
a freight-forwarding com-
pany, which will do all the
paperwork down to and in-
cluding verification and vali-
dation of letters of credit,
handling aU the tariff forms,
the shipping, the bills of lad-
ing. While not a big one, there
will be a charge for this, of
course. That's why we're
back to the business of the
size of the order. It has to be
big enough to make it worth
incurring these expenses.

The U.S. and Foreign
Commercial Service call be

a big help here too. They

have lists of reliable lawyers,
bankers, etc. in given coun-
tries. Say you need an Indian
barrister who can speak
Hindi. They' Ube able to pro-
vide you with a list.

Another good place to
look for suppliers of special-
ized skills. such as transla-
tion, is the Export Yellow
Pages, which:is available free
from the U.S. Foreign and
Commercial Service. It has
lots of names.
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people? How do you know
they're any good?'

RN: This you handle just
like you would getting any
other kind of vendor. Ask for
a client list. Talk to the
people. Find out how long
they've been in business and
how many employees they
have. Don't necessarily be
put off by a small size com-
pany. Some of these people,
especially if the service is
narrowly focused, like tran -
lation, may have only two or
three employees .. Some re-
ally reliable people may have
been doing this for year .
working out of their homes.
They've got great reference s
and good client lists.

Iwould recommend try-
ing to deal with vendors in
your area. Most major met-
ropolitan areas have this
built-in infrastructure of ex-
patriates from particular
countries who have exper-
tise in the areas you need ..
Again, the Foreign Com-
mercial. Service or your
state's economic develop-
ment agency can help you
contact them.

GT: When you're
evaluating aU thisinforma-
tlon, are there any red. Hags
to leek for that would indi-
cate that a particular com-
pany is a bad. export risk?

RN:. Some of the things
we've already talked about
are important. Are there trade
barriers or other factors ill
the market that are going to
make this too difficult? Po-
litical conditions are also
important. For example, I
don't think I'd consider try-

Does the Bank of Bosnia
have any money? Cana buyer
get money out of thecoun-
try? Can you get goods in?
Somehow Idoubt it.

On t.he other hand, you
can't always just assume
things. It's common these
days to think you can't get a
letter of credit from Russia.
WeU, you can if you have
the right product and the de-

ent job. You have to remem-
ber that in these countries.
there's a whole couple of
generations who don't know
how to do business outside
the structure of centra] gov-
ernment planning. They
don't.know how to deal with.
a free market economy yet.
It's not that they don't want
to deal with you, but they
don't always know how or

mand is there. I just got in- have the organizational

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wh,en deaHng withl ne!w marke'ts

and eustemerswhn speak a

different Ilanguag:e, people tend

to, IHsten more Icar,efu'lly. That same,

awareness of customer

•••••.,.,
'.,.,
··!concerns should! spin ove!r intOI

the domestic market.

porting to those countries
right now, In a few years
it'll be different,

It's helpful to look at. the
evaluation process like a set
of balance scales. Each of
the factors we've been talk-
ing about is one weight you
put on the scale. At some
point, the balance is going to
tip one way or the other. For
example, sometimes the
met.hod of payment win be a

•I.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
olved in an orderfor a half- structure to do it.. And that

milfion yards of denim. lack Call m4e it really hard
There's a Ukrainian coop- for you to make money ex-

erative of manufacturers
looking for this denim, and
they not only had a certified
letter of credit.but the money
on deposit at the Citibank of
New York.

Political continuity is
another factor to watch for.
In Central and Eastern Eu-
rope especially, this is diffi-
cult. The person you're deal-
ing with today may not be
there in six months - even on.



little convoluted, but if we're
talking about an order of sev-
eral million dollars, maybe
it's worth the extra hassle.

GT: What about the
language barrier? How im-
portant is it to have some-
one on your payroll that
speaks the language of the
country or countries to
which you're exporting?

RN: It's useful. Again,
we're back to either a
manufacturer's rep or a dis-
tributor. It's helpful, but it's
not absolutely necessary.
The international language
of the gear industry is bro-
ken English. And chances
are, if you get a letter in
Spanish or French or Japa-
nese, there's somebody in
the neighborhood who can
help translate it.

GT: What about prod-
uct modifications? Should
you plan to in vest in chang-
ing your product to appeal
to everseas markets?

RN: Yes. You should be
prepared to make some
changes. As a gear manufac-
turer.for onething, you. have
to be prepared to make your
products for 'export to met-
ric specifications.

On the other hand, don't
redesign the product and
then go to the market. That's
backwards. Go to the mar-
ketplace first. Talk to the
customers, Find out what
they want. If your customer
wants the machine in metric
and painted purple, then
that's what you should be pre-
pared togive him.You can have
the best product in the world,
but if the customer doesn't
want it, you don't have a sale.

Tills is one of the places

where thinking about export-
ing can help you in the do-
mestic market as well. It's
good discipline in this sense:
When dealing with a new
market, maybe with people
speaking a different lan-
guage, people tend to listen
better, more carefully to
what that customer wants ..
That same kind of attitude
should spill over into the
domestic market.

This same effect works
on other parts of a business
as well. Companies who ex-
port tend to become much
more competitive, even in
the domestic market. When
exporting, you have to really
watch your costs and your
quality control and every-
thing else because if a prod-
uct is defective, it's not as
easy to retrieve the part and
fix it when it's sitting in
Malaysia ..Exporting compa-
nies tend to really tighten up
their processes and improve
their quality control, produc-
tivity, and efficiency, and
while they're doing it for
the overseas market, they're
doing it for the domestic
market as well.

GT: One final ques-
tion: If you had 50 words
of ad.vice to a gear com-
pany thinking of getting
Inte exporting; what
would they be.

RN: First, don't fall into
the trap of assuming that
you can't export. Take a
cautious, judicious look
around, without any prior
assumptions, and you'll be
surprised what you might
find. Then, go slow. Pro-
ceed with caution. But by
all means, proceed .•

QUALITY
GEARS
IJP TO AGMA 15, MIL-I-45208A & MIL-STD-45662

FROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PROOUCTION. INCLUDING
PROTOTYPE s EMERGENCY REPAIR/REBIJILD SERVICE

SIZE RANGE: FROM UNDER 1' to 48' DIAMETER
Reishauer Ground G,ean
Mosl Type Gears Manufactured
Comp Ieteto CustomeirS.pie:cltlcatl 0os

• METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
• SPUR, INTERNAL 1\ EXTERNAL
• HELICAL, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• WORMS. WORM GEARS
• SERRATIONS • SHAFTS
• SPLINES, INTERKAL& EXTERKAL
• SPROCKETS • CLUSTERS
• SEGMENTS • SPINDLES
• RATCHETS '. GEAR BOXES

.~g ."~'e· \
"4 .' •. ,~ ...

" . / "

~ . -
o.~ .....

Fu'lly implementedSPC. land data
communications ,caipabilities, utilizingl

- . state of the art CIMIM's and 1M,. 1MIprecision
t;;f.._~earchecker to 3~''diamete,rto18'"'·ace',

.. :lalr/ane gear,~nc.
P.O. BOX 409, PLYMOUTH, MI48170

(313) 459-2440
In Mich. 1·800-482-1773· FAX (313) 459·2941

CIRCI.E. A-1B on, READER REPLY CAIRO

~DoYou Have Our
Next Cover?

. Gear Technology is looking for
good cover art, If you have

, a professional photo of
gearing in operation that you think:
.will look good on the next cover
of Gear Technology, please send

it for review:

Gear Technology An Dept
1401 Lunt Ave.

Elk Grove ViUage, IL 60007
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HEAT TREATING

GilAR: H'ARDENING SPECI'ALISTS
with over 50yea I'S ,experience

• Carburizi!lfli g nd Hgrdeningl
- Aerospace and Military Approved
- Integral Quench Furnaces to 48 X 72 X 36
- Vertical Pit Furnace 1B X 126
- Gleason Press & Hot Oil Quenching

• Nitriding
- Large 60 X 72 Furnaces
- State-of-the-art Processing for White

Layer Control
• Induction "'ordening

- NATCO Contour Induction Hardening
- High and Low Volume Co.illnduction

Hardening
- Automotive Approved • SPC

• Meta'llllrgicill Consulting & IDesign Assistance

THE SYMBOL OF
,IlUALITY AND SER,VICE

THE CINCINNATII STEn TREATIN.G COMPANY
(5131 271-3173 FAX (5131 271-351D

'CIRCL.E A.-23 on READER REPLY CARD

Contour Induction
H'ard,eniing SpeciaUsts

Spur, helical and bevel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 4 NATCO submerged:
process machines and 3 AJAX
eNG-controlled gear scanning
machines. We can also tool to
meet any product.ion need.
Write for a free brochure.

COMMERCIAL HEAl lRIEAJllNG

services include:

earbu rizing
annealing
normalizing

carbon itriding
gas nilriding

Ihru·hardening

American IMeta'llreating Company
1043 East 62nd Stre et
Clevel'and, OHI 44103

(21,6,1431'-4492
Fax: (216) 431-1508

Metallurgical lab testing available.

Mack Trucks, Inc.
Dept. 3401

13302 Pennsylvania Avenue
Hagerstown, Maryland 21'742.-2693

(301) 790-5400

CIRCLE 11.-24 on READER REPLY CARD CIRCL.E A-25 on READER REP,L.Y CARD

SERVICE

ITWGEAR
INSPECTION SYSTEMS

Service - Upgrades - Rebuilds

75 years of design and manufacturing
know-how go into the servicing, re-
building, and upgrading of]TW gear
inspection systems. lTW designed
them. lTW built them. ITW knows
how to keep them ruanfng,

• Factory loaners
• Component availability from

your OEM supplier
• Latest technology in digital
adjustments

• Computerized data evaluation

ITW Heartland
7300 W. Lawrence Aye, Chicago, IL 60656
Phone: 708-867-5353 fax: 708-867-3838

CIRCL.EA-26 on READER !REPLY CARD

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES

----------

FELLOWS GEAR MEASURING
, REMANUFACTURING SPECIALIST

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

• Ge'ar manufacturers are our only
customers

.' Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27.5" P.O., 3.5 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certifi,ed Gear Inspection Equipment

Complete Faetorv Rebuilding
Quick Turnaround

Calibration & Certification to MII_-SID
iPreventative Maintenance

Complete Field Service

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, IINC.
23 Dick Road [)epew, NY 14043

Phone 0161'684-38111
Fax (71151'684-7717

CIRCL.E A-27 011 READER FlEPLY CARD CIRCLIE A-.28 on,IRE:ADER REPLY CARD'

Rates: Line classified - $37.50 per line. 8 lines per inch ..$301) minimum. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.) IX. - $170, .3X-$ I. 60,
6X - $150'. Type will be set to advertiser's layout or Gear Technology win set type at no extra charge.
Payment: full payment must accompany classified ads, Send check Of Visa/Mastercard/ American Express number and expiration dale
to: Gear Technology, P. O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL, 60009. Agency Commission. No agency commission on classifieds.
Materials Deadline: Ads must be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior topublication, Aceeptaace: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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HELP WANTED
------- -----

MAN1JFA(cT, RIG MANAGER; $65.000. Single Ho-
lieal Go-or Bo xes. Moullw",kiog. turning ""perli e, 120
employees.
GEAR ENGINEER: $58.300. Prcce ss and.Gear Design,
I\tANUFACT RING. ENGINEERI G MANAGER:
$60.000. Multi·plant res"" ns,bilily.Gcar Cutting Large
Diameter Gears,

~ EltVISOR,SPIRAL BEVELGRINIlING: $53.200.
Supervi se 30.
Contact: AIlD Hunsucker, E.xcel Associates, :P.O. Bol.
520. Cordova, TN 38018 or call (901..757-9600; or FlU
(901.) 754-2896.

To advertise in the
c!1ass iified
:sectiion of

Gear Technol'ogy
call (10a) 431-6604 ..

-zr
-

SERVICE

Our New. Modern ized
Recorder Amplifiers

Improve Your Reliability

For Fellows and ITW Illltron
Now we can replace your old

recorder amplifiers with thor-
oughly modernized new units
that will perform more reliably
than the OEM equipment. Why?
State-of-the-crt electronics. Our
new direct replacement units use
signal conditioning integrated
circuits - the number of compo-
nents (and therefore the cost) is
greatly reduced. OUf designers
also improved safety by adding
fused output to pen motors and
automatic thermal overload
protection. Order yours today.

PHONE 708 377R2496
FAX. 708377R2546a Manufaclur·ed

Gear & Ga. ga. ' Inc,
P.O. Box 7155
Elgin, It 60121

Put Our List
On Your Lisl'
Our list can help you
do the other things you
have on your list. Such
as buy a car ....estimate
social security ...start the
diet. ..check out invest-
ments",

Our list is the Consumer
Information Catal1og. If's free and
lists more than 200 free and towcost
'government bookJets on employment, housing, Federal
benefits, and lots of ways you can save money.

So to shorten your list, send for the free Consumer
.Information Catalog. It's tne thing to do.

Just send us your name andacdress, Write:

Consumer I,nformatio:n Center
Department ILL
Puebl'o, Col~orado 81009

A pubilC ·selVice oj·this publication and !he Consurner InformatiOn Cenle! of !he U.S. Geneml SeMces Admlnistralion

One Of America's Best Run Companies
Gives 95% Of Its Money To Charity.

f::A_REwas recently named the best
run. best managed charity in America.

We aren't surprised.
95% of every dollar we receive

goes to help impoverished people ..Only
5% goes to run our organization.

No othercompany could survive
'on margins like that But a lot of starv-
ing people can.

We're Helping People
Learn To Live Without US.

II(~""'~"""·......R.....':......I.....~I 1·800·242·GlVE
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Advertise in Gear Technology
and see ihow many

decision makers you can reaeh,

'Calll (108) 43,7~6604,
today and see forvourselif.

IKoepfer America, builder of gear hobbing equipment and tooling,
presents a two day training program for entry-level gear manufacturing
persennelon May 16, 17 and 18, 1,993.,

Practical course content includes:

• Gear basics
• Production estimating
• Cutting tool use &. support
• Fixturiing' techniques
• Inspection & linterp~etation

'of charts
• Problem solving session
• Equipment demonstration

For additional

, Aerospace quall'Ya1: an affordable, price,,. ..... -= i.-IF IE ..
.., Contact Dennis co.impert • Koepfer Ame~ica. Inc.

,635 Schneider Dnve. South Elgin, lllinois 60177
....... Telephone 708.931~4121 Fax708.931.41,92

iQIi Jos. Koepfer & Sohne GmbH '. Furtwangen, West Germany

ArnND
OUR ANNUAL
KlEPFER
lEAR SCHOOL
Knowledge
is a powerful
tool to have.

CIRC,LE A-20' on READER REPLY CAIRO
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CALENDAR
MARCH 11-12
AGMA Technical Education Semi-
nar. Ramada Hotel. O'Hare, Rosemont
(Chicago) IL. "Gear Failure Analysis"
and "Gear Design & Analysis." Bob
Errichello, seminar leader. CaB
AGMA at (703) 684-0211 for more
information.

MAReHHi-18
ASM lnternational 14th Annual Heat
Treating Conference & Exposition, In-
dianapolis, IN. Seminars on heat treat-
ing equipment, processes, and perfor-
mance. Call (216) 338-5151, x530 for
more information.

APRIL 19-23
AGMA GEAR TRAINING SCHOOL,
TIT Research Institute, Chicago. IL.
Covering basics of hobbers, shapers,
and inspection. Call AOMA, (703) 684-
0211 for more information.

APRIL 20-22
Quality Expo International. O'Hare
Expo Center, Chicago. IL. Covering
quality assurance/reliability equipment,
systems. and services. For registration
information, call (800) 323-5] 55 or fax
(708) 260-0396 .. Outside tile U.S. or
Canada, call (708) 260-9700.

APRIL 27-29
SME Advanced Gear Processing &
Manufacturing Clinic. Dallas Marriott
Arlington, Arlington (Dallas), TX .
Topics include bobbing. skiving,
debarring and more, plus tabletop ex-
hibits, To register call (800) 733-4SME
or FAX (313) 271-2861.



nduction He'at Treating So/utio'ns
Le't Us Provide One For You...

Pick and Place. Here's an opportu-
nity to lower direct labor costs and
have the built in versatility to handle
a var:iety of parts wHh.out'expensive
retooling. Using simple pick and place
movements, cylindrieal parts can be
induction hardened with consistently
high quality. Here, reaction shafts are
hardened at the rate of 300 parts per
hour. Simple yet effective.

ScanP,ak. A versatile verncat
scanner thai allows the user 10
harden shaft-like parts from cam-
shafts to hydraulic pistons, ScanPak
is available in nine different config-
urations, lin power ratings up to
800 KW, ,in frequencies to 50 KHz.
Whether you need single spindle,
dual! spindle, or twin drive, there is
a ScanPakexactly suited for you.
ScanPak comes equipped with
microprocessor-based machine
control, integral heat station, and
with spindle sizes up to 60".

Ultra-Case gear hardening-your
answer to carburizing. Ultra-Case is
a high speed method for contour gear
hardening. It provides the user with
the ability to surface harden gears at
production line speeds while at the
same time it solves dimensional
distortion probl'ems.

Let Ajax help make your next heat treat project a success. Write to: Ajax Magnethermic
Corp., 1745 Overland Avenue, Warren, Ohio 44482. Call toll-free 1-800-547-1527,
Fax (216) 372-8644 or in Canada call (41'6) 683-4980.

The, Way The World Induels Its Business .

WARREN, OHIO USA I TORONTO, CANADA I UNITED KINGDOM I CARACAS, VENEZUELA I SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
SEOUL, KOREA I MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA IBILBAO, SPAIN ITOKYO, JAPAN I FRASER, MICHIGAN

CIRCLE A-21 on !READER REPLY CARD



THE
INDUCTION
EDGE
TOCCO PROF;ILE HARDENING (TPH) 'eliminates three of
a gear user's worst problems:

• tootil breakage
• pitting
• spalling

Gears processed by the TPH process exhibit in-
creased hardness and strength at the pitch line with an
optimum strength ,gradient at the root fillet These metallur-
gical properties are achieved without excessive tip
temperature and without tooth form brittleness.

Don't confuse the TOCCO TPH process with cor-
ventional dual frequeno; induction heating. The TPH
process merges three distinct induction heating tech-
niques: sequentially-programmed, audio lowfrequeno;
preheating, incremental induction hardening and
high .intensity radio frequency final hardening. The
result is good austenitic/martensitic transformation
and beneficial residual compressive stress at the root
withelevatedi hardness and: strength/depth at the
pitch line.

The TPH process accommodates a broad range
of metals. induding medium carbon steel, cast iron
and powder metals. You're not locked into expensive
alloy steels. The process is economical for batches of
one or 1,000, and is used today by top automobile
and gear manufacturers.

Gear Profile Hardening is
another example of the
"edge" TOCCO gives
you in inducton !heatingl.
Our metallurgists will send
you a fresh report on TPH
technology. All you need
do is ask.

r.I

30100 Stephenson Hwy.
Madison Heights, MI48071
TEL: (313) 399-8601
FAX: (313) 399·8603
CIRCllE A·3 'on READER REPLY 'CARD


